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Bush calls for turn from evil

AP Photo

REASSURING GESTURE ... President Bush give the thumbs-up
as he prepares to address the crowd at the Georgia World
Congress Center Thursday in Atlanta.

ATLANTA (AP) — President
Bush called on Americans to defy
acts of terror by strengthening their
communities, comforting their
neighbors and remaining vigilant in
the face of further threats.
In a prime-time address, he
assured the nation that the United
States would ultimately prevail in its
war against terrorism. Still, he conceded that the government does not
know who is behind the anthrax-bymail attacks and said the war abroad
is only just beginning.
The "great national challenge,"
he said Thursday, is to turn fear into
action by mentoring a child, participating in a neighborhood crime
watch or volunteering at a hospital.
"One way to defeat terrorism is
to show the world the true values of
America." he told an enthusiastic
crowd of 5,000. who interrupted
him with applause more than 25
times in his 32-minute speech."Out

of evil can come great good."
Bush spoke of the passengers
who fought with hijackers on Sept.
11, crashing their plane into a
Pennsylvania field before it could
reach a populated area. He recalled
32-year-old Todd Beamer, whose
last words heard over a cell phone
were,"Let's roll," as the passengers
charged the terrorists.
"We will no doubt face new challenges," Bush said, concluding his
address."But we have our marching
orders. My fellow Americans, let's
roll."
The audience responded with
thunderous cheers.
Bush was flanked by dozens of
uniformed firefighters, police officers and soldiers, and he urged
Americans to consider these
"careers of service."
Bush won standing ovations as
he praised each of these groups, but
the warm crowd also took to its feet

Little change
expected
with Area
Bank buyout
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Just a little over two years ago,
Area Bancshares Corp., an
Owensboro-based multi-bank holditig company, purchased Peoples
Hank in Murray and Dees Bank in
Hazel, along with two other area
banks,for $77.75 million.
That purchase has proved to be
short-lived, however, as Area
Bancshares Corp. announced
Thursday that it is being purchased
by Branch Banking and Trust
(BB&T) Company, a North
Carolina-based financial holding
company with more than 1,000
branch offices in 10 states.
According to a BB&T press
release, Area Bancshares Corp., the
largest independent bank holding
cpmpany in Kentucky, will be purchased in a $450.6 million stock
swap. Area Bancshares operates 72
banking offices in 32 Kentucky
communities, holding $2.95 billion
in assets.
According to Bob Hargrove.
market pregident for Area Bank in
ERIC WALKER Ledger & Times photo
Murray, the acquisition will mean a
PUTTING THOUGHTS TO PAPER ... These two young ladies spent a portion of Thursday
name change — most likely to
afternoon writing during a segment of the 2001-02 Youth Summit. The Summit, which helps
BB&T Bank — but that little else
support the Calloway County Community of Promise, brought local students in grades 8-11
would change for Area banks across
together to discuss topics and address problems they see as facing Murray and Calloway
the state.
County.
- "The local boards stay intact, and
our customers can anticipate doing
business with the same people they
have been," Hargrove said. "From
my perspective, it's. going to allow
us to offer an even wider array of
products than we do now."
Hargrove said the merger, which
is subject to the approval of Area
Hancshares shareholders and bank- By BRANDI WILLIAMS
we'll give them a ride."
Office. "It seems the postal service
ing regulators, should be completed Staff Writer
Elkins said he hopes everyone has been put on the front lines,"
Kennedy said.
by the end of the first quarter of
Mark Kennedy enjoys speaking comes out to the event.
"What I would like more than
To honor this, and veterans,
2002. The BB&T release stated that in front of people. So when he heard
the merger would likely completely there was going to be a(celebration anything, is for those who have Kennedy has put together a honor
in the second quarter of 2002.
to honor veterans on Saturday. he served or have family members who guard of mail carriers.
"A large percentage of the postal
BB&T's announcement that it jumped at the chance to be the have served to be here Saturday
purchasing
Area keynote speaker.
morning," said Elkins, who is an service is comprised of mostly vetwould
be
erans," he said.
Bancshares came on the same day it
"I like talking about veterans Army veteran.
Air Force veterans Gerald Mills,
"Maybe there is someone who
announced it would buy Louisville- because everything we are in this
based MidAmerica Bancorp.
country, we owe to those before us," feels like saying 'thanks' to our vet- Curtis Gray, Boyd Miller and
erans or feels patriotic at this time." Marine veteran Richard "Rusty"
• MidAmerica Bancorp, with $1.8 he said.
banking
Kennedy served 12 years in the .Miller will,serve in the honor guard.
assets,
operates
30
billion in
. The -celebration will be held on
"Mark is dedicated to making
offices in the Louisville metroPoli- the courthouse lawn at 10 a.m., Nov. United States Marine Corp. During
tan statistical area through the Bank
10. Judge-Executive Larry Elkins that time, he served in Vietnam in this a great day for honoring veteror Louisville, its primary subsidiary. said he was offering rides to people the infantry corp and received two ans," Elkins said. "Even with the
recent disturbance at the post office,
bronze stars and two purple hearts.
Coupled with the purchase of Area if they contact his office.
Now, he said he feels he is he has been active in preparation."
gancshares, BB&T will move from
"Well, not to everyone," Elkins
said. "If there is a disabled veteran involved in the war on terrorism as
See Page 2
who can't get there any other way, post master of the Murray Post
•See Page 2

Saturday ceremony will
serve to honor veterans
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for a group not often in the spotlight: postal workers, who have
been hit hardest by the anthrax
attacks. Bush called them "public
servants who never enlisted to fight
a war, but find themselves on the
front lines of a battle nonetheless."
Bush spoke in Atlanta, home to
the federal Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, which has
been at the forefront of the fight
against the anthrax outbreak.
On Thursday, CDC officials
announced that 32,000 people had
been prescribed antibiotics to ward
off anthrax, including 5,000 who
really needed them and must take a
full 60-day course of treatment.
Before his speech. Bush stopped
by the CDC to thank scientists who
have been' working around the
clock, calling them "part of a vast
anny trying to fight off terrorism in
America."
He announced that the national

Council OKs
rezoning for
Sharpe land
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Hopkinsville Federal Bank has
obtained the rezoning that it sought
for weeks. As a result, though, the
bank could be headed for a legal
battle.
The Murray City Council voted
7-2 Thursday to approve the rezoning of a tract of land located at 1017
Sharpe St. from R-2 (single-family
residential) to B-4 (central business). Hopkinsville Federal had
requested the rezoning to provide
added space for a new bank it wishes to construct at the corner of
Sharpe and 12th streets.
The approval marked the second
reading of the rezoning ordinance,
meaning it has now become official.
Council members Hugh Massey and
Danny Hudspeth, a resident of
Sharpe Street, himself, voted against
the rezoning, while council members Tom Rushing and Lance
Allison disqualified themselves
from the vote.
Hopkinsville Federal already
owned two lots at that corner which
were zoned for business. The third
lot, according to Hopkinsville
Federal President John Peck, was
needed to move the bank building
further back from 12th Street and to
provide additional parking.
Sharpe Street resident Pam
Brewer had indicated at the council's previous meeting that she and
her fellow residents on the street had
considered hiring an attorney. She
said Thursday that attorney Chuck
Foster had been hired by the group.
Brewer asked the council to consider tabling its vote on the matter
for two weeks while Foster spoke
with bank officials on issues such as
screening on the back of the lot and
the increased amount of traffic on
the street. The council refused thc
request, and Brew* said after the meeting that the issue could now
wind up in circuit court.
"We're going to have a meeting
with our neighbors and decide what
to do," she said. "We'll probably try
to decide over the next two weeks."

www.murrayledger.com
Free Financing
Na Money Dawn
Na Pagmernta 1E Na &arrest
UNTIL JANUARY 2003!

Peck said he believed that postponing the rezoning decision would
not do any of the parties involved
any good.
"We have spent a long time with
this process," he said. "I'm certainly
open to discussing all options. I
don't see how putting this off would
help."
Hudspeth again questioned the
involvement of Peck and Richard
Vanover, president of Hopkinsville
Federal's Murray branch, in the
rezoning process, which was recommended to the city council by the
Murray Planning Commission in
August. Peck was chair of the planning commission before leaving
Murray to take his current position
with Hopkinsville Federal. Vanover
is currently chair of the commission,
but excused himself from all meetings regarding the Sharpe Street
rezoning. •
In other business, the council:
• Voted to switch the city's supplemental insurance provider effective Jan. 1, 2002, from American
Heritage to Colonial.
•Authorized the mayor to execute
a deed of conveyance between the
city and the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet, Department of Highways,
for a .25-acre tract of land located at
the southwest corner of the landfill,
near Cook Store Road. The city will
receive $3,250 for the tract of land.
• Approved the introduction of an
ordinance zoning a tract of land
located at 2100 College Farm Road
and owned by Danny Claiborne as
R-2 (single-family residential).
• Approved the introduction of an
ordinance to rezone lots at 704, 706
and 708 Poplar St., owned by John,
James and David Parker, from R-3
(single-family residential) to B-3
(downtown business).
• Approved the introduction of an
ordinance to rezone a tract of land
owned by Robert 0. Miller at 804
Vine St. from R-3 (single-family residential) td PD.(professional office).
• Doclared a 1972 Ford pumper
truck from the Murray Fire
Department and a 1995 Ford Crown
Victoria from the Murray Police
Department as surplus equipment.
Sealed bids will be taken on both
items. _
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service groups created by former
President Clinton, AmeriCorps and
Senior Corps. would provide more
than 20.000 government-subsidized
volunteers to help police, fire and
public health departments and "free
up" the professionals for work on
the front lines of homeland defense.
Bush also created a task force on
citizen preparedness, which will
have 40 days to give him recommendations on helping Americans
protect their homes, neighborhoods,
schools and workplaces from future
attacks.
•Bush called on Congress to
approve his economic stimulus
package, but he said another initiative that had been in the works,
dubbed Communities of Character,
was no longer nee-ded_because after
Sept. 11, Americans renewed their
sense of citizenship, character and
service without prodding from
Washington.
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Tonight...
Clear.

Saturday...
Sunny. Highs
in the mid
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MMS renovation hits snags
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
high school and the boiler should be installed at
Staff Writer
the elementary school around Thanksgiving.
"Once the boiler is in, the work we proposed is
Renovation projects in the Murray School system have run into several glitches. At the Murray complete," Clark said.
Furthermore, Baccus Oliver from Marcus
Board of placation meeting last night, Interim
Superintendent Willie Jackson told the board that Engineering approached the board with design
during the construction at the middle school, development drawings of the soccer complex.
"We're fast tracking this project," he said."We
leaking water lines were discovered underground.
"Right now it is like a big mud puddle, sever- are trying to outrun the spring athletic season."
Meanwhile, soccer coach James Weatherly got
al feet deep," he said.
He also said when the construction crew began approval from the board about starting a middle
working on the new parking lot at the elementary school soccer team for boys and girls. He said the
schbol, that-the soil was'inappropriate for con- games would be played at Bee Creek, the soccer
association would pay for the referees, and parstruction.
"Soil samples were taken, but only where new ents would transport the children.
"Really, the only cost is to hire a coach for the
classrooms were being built, and that soil was
fine," Jackson said. "They didn't take soil sam- boys and girls," Weatherly said.
Weatherly estimated an amount of $500 to
ples at the parking lot."
He said fixing these problems would cost $1,000 to pay for a coach.
Karen Darnell, coordinator of the Murray
$40,000 or more. "That is why the state requires
us to have money in a contingency account," High School Tiger Corps. gave a report of the status of the program to the board. Tiger Corps is a
Jackson said.
In other business, Miles Clark from LG & E nontraditional program offered at the high school
Enertech addressed the board and said all projects for drop-out prevention.
"This is to serve a need for students who don't
at the schools are almost complete. The lighting
projects are complete at all three schools, the feel education is an important part of their lives,"
windows and the chiller has been installed at the Darnell said.

She said the program incorporates academics
with their employment. Because of this, students
are given the freedom to come and go, and the
freedom to study in a non-traditional atmosphere.
Darnell
said
their
classroom- if an old sofa is
does not have
desks, but couches,
what it takes to
rocking
chairs,
keep a student
tables and chairs.
"If a student from dropping out,
likes to stretch out
then it is worth it."
on the floor and do
— Karen Darnell
his work, then
Coordinator for
that's fine with us,"
Murray High School
she said. "If an old
Tiger Corps
sofa is what it takes
to keep a student
from dropping out,
then it is worth it."
The program receives a Workforce Investment
Grant which has provided them with extra personnel and math curriculum based software.
Currently, there are 38 students involved in the
Tiger Corps program.
"We are proud of this program,like all the programs we have," Jackson said.

• Area Bank ...
From Front
_911-1 to fourth place in market share
,n Kentucky.
According to the BB&T release,
three new community banking
regions will be created. Two regions
will be formed from Area
Bancshares operations, and one
additional region will be formed
from MidAmerica's branch operations in Louisville.
BB&T divides its banking networks into autonomous regions,

each with its own president, which
operate like community banks, the
corporation's release stated. It also
stated that nearly all lending decisions are made locally._
"We are very pleased to he joining not only one of the elite banking
institutions in the entire country, but
also one that shares our corporate
values and culture," Tom Brumley,
president of Area Bancshares, said
in the release. "It's great to be teaming up with a bank that shares that
same commitment and also believes

strongly that local bankers know
how to best serve their customers."
The BB&T release stated the
chairman of Area Bancshares, C.M.
Gatton, will join the board of three-,
tors of Branch Banking and Trust
Company. The Area Bancshares
Corp. Board of Directors will join a
new BB&T advisory board for
Kentucky.
Hargrove said he is personally
looking forward to the expanded
services that BB&T, which is now
the 16th largest financial holding

company in the United States, will
bring to the table.
"My employees feel very positive about this move, and that's the
message we're 'loping to convey,"
he said. "I really feel like we're
moving in the right direction."
EDITOR'S NOTE—Additional
information concerning Branch
Banking and Trust Company can be
obtained on the Internet at
www.BBandT.com.
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Sheriff'sLogs
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• A Murray woman was transported to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital with minor iniunes Wednesday following a two-vehicle accident.
Michael C. Randolph, 16, 1831 Cooperstown Ad, Murray, and Lynda
Cooper, 1319 Oakhill Dr., Murray, were both traveling west of Wiswell Road
Wednesday afternoon. Cooper had slowed down to make a right turn onto
Fleetwood Drive According to a sheriff's office report. Randolph stated that
he looked away from the road momentarily and when he look back, Cooper's
vehicle was stopped in the road in front of him. Randolph stated that he
attempted to avoid Cooper's vehicle, but was unable to, striking it in the rear.
Cooper was treated and released at MCCH for strain to the neck, back
and left shoulder Randolph was not seen at the hospital
— Information obtained from reports, citations
and logs from respective agencies.

N. Korea trying
to sell missiles
to Mideast, Asia
WASHINGTON (AP) — North
Korea, rebuffing U.S. nonproliferation efforts, is trying to sell missiles
to three or four countries in Asia
and the Middle East, a Bush administration official says.
The official refused to identify
the countries but said Thursday they
are concentrated in an area west of
China to the Mediterranean Sea.
There was no confirmation, but
North Korea and Egypt were said to
have reached final agreement on a
missile sale.
A decade of crisis in North
Korea's economy has brought widespread hunger and starvation.
Missile sales have been among the
country's few reliable sources of
foreign currency.
North Korea has a long-range
missile capability, but the official,
briefing an Associated Press
reporter on condition of anonymity,
did not discuss the range of the missiles Pyongyang has on the sales
block.
Unease over the North Korean
missile program has provided impetus for the Bush administration's
insistence that a national missile
defense system be built.
North Korea has abided by a
moratorium on missile flight tests
that began in 1998, but the official
said Pyongyang is thought to be
working on rocket motors or other
aspects of missile development.
In previous years, North Korean
missile sales to countries such as
Iran and Syria have been a sore
point for the United States.
During its final months in office
a year ago, the Clinton administration engaged in serious negotiations
with North Korea aimed at weaning
Pyongyang from its missile program in exchange for economic
benefits.
After President Clinton left
office, President Bush ordered a
review of North Korea policy, then
offered in June to reopen negotiations. The North Koreans have yet

• Veterans

to respond.
North Korea is believed to have
engaged in hundreds of transactions
over the years related to missile
sales. During negotiations with the
Clinton administration, North
Korean officials at one point said
they would abandon their missile
export program only if the United,
States would compensate for lost
sales.
The Bush administration has
offered to resume negotiations at
any time or place. Pyongyang has
shown no interest and halted a
promising start toward accommodation with South Korea that began
last year. Nonetheless, North-South
reconciliation talks were resuming
Friday in North Korea.
The
Bush
administration
remains skeptical about North
Korea's intentions. Gen. Thomas
Schwartz, commander of U.S.
forces in South Korea, testified in
March that North Korean leader
Kim Jong II "stubbornly adheres to
his 'military first' policy, pouring
huge'amounts of his budget
resources into the military at the
expense of the civilian sector."
He said a North Korean chemical
and biological weapons capability
threatens the 37,000 U.S. forces in
South Korea and the country's civilian population centers.
"They could deploy both chemical and biological weapons on missiles," Schwartz said.
In his offer last June to resume
talks, President Bush said he wants
the discussions to include 'North
Korea's extensive military deployments north of the demilitarized
zone.
In an address to businessmen last
week, Secretary of State Colin
Powell discussed the domestic situation in North Korea in bleak terms.
"It is no coincidence that one of
the poorest, most distressed countries on the face of the earth, North
Korea, is known as the Hermit
Kingdom," Powell said.

•••
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Along with Sunday being Veterans Day, Kennedy also gives acknowledgment to the 226th anniversary of the founding of the United States
Marine Corp.
"When you see the commercial on TV, believe it — the few, the proud,"
Kennedy said. "No one can ever take away the fact I earned the title of
Marine."
Kennedy said he hopes what he says Saturday will make people realize
the importance of veterans.
"Veteran is not just a name. There's a face to go along with it," he said.
"I hope I can say things to stir people to remember those who fought before
,is."
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Lawmakers discuss Reelfoot dispute

Photo submitted

HOLIDAY SHOPPERS' WONDERLAND ... Shoppers got a
jump on the holidays last year at the Humane Society of
Calloway County's annual bazaar and bake sale. The 2001
event is set for Saturday from 9 a.m.-2 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library meeting room. Proceeds support the
Society's animal assistance and spay/neuter programs. For
more information, call the Society's message line at 4366250.

WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Kentucky and Tennessee lawmakers
said Thursday they made progress
during a closed-door meeting to discuss a dispute over Reelfoot Lake.
"We feel that this discussion,
meeting today is 'going to form a
basis for working out a resolution,:
said Sen. Fred Thompson, R-Tenn.
The Tennesseans say the lake
bordering the two states needs a new
spillway, which is a structure that
controls the lake's water level.
The existing one is cracking, and
the Army Corps of Engineers predicts it will fail.
But the Kentucky lawmakers
have blocked the construction of a
new spillway, because farmers on
their side say they are worried the
spillway will cause flooding on their
land.
The fanners say that could happen, because the new structure will
have the capacity to raise the lake's
water level above its current sum-

mer average.
current operation of the lake,"
caused by the spillway.
"Our interest is in protecting the
believe
the
Scherer said.
does
not
The Corps
landowners on the Kentucky side," government will have to compenHe said the Corps also plans to
said Rep. Ed Whitfield, a sate people for damages, said Col. build a retention basin to stop the
Republican who represents the Jack Scherer, a Corps engineer lake from filling with sediment, but
western Kentucky district where the based in Memphis.
that has not be the subject of debate.
farmers live.
"We're not going to put water " Scherer' Put the pre tag for the
But Whitfield and Sen. Mitch anywhere it wouldn't go under the project at more than $30 million.
McConnell, R-Ky., conceded an
agreement must be reached.
McConnell said those "on the
Kentucky side have no desire to see
the lake drain and go away."
Such words seemed to be some- The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
what of a relief to Rep. John Tanner,
• Traffic on U.S. Highway 62 across TVA's Kentucky Dam will be restrictD-Tenn., who has been calling for a ed to one lane from 8:30 a.m.-3 p.m. from Nov. 13-16
while crews do
new spillway for years, but Tanner inspections on the bridge In the event of incliment weather, the work will
be rescheduled.
noted time was of the essence.
-There's no question that it's
• Due to renovation work at Calloway County High School, the
going to fail. The structure is almost entrance to the school campus has been closed, which has created east
traf70 years old and is leaking under, fic problems on College Farm Road. Officials are informing students,
parents and commuters along that road that heavy traffic times are 715around and through it," he said.
Sen. Bill Frist, R-Tenn., also 8 a.m. and 2:45-3:30 p.m.
attended the meeting. He said the • For free transportation to the hospital for veterans, call Robert
Rogers
lawmakers feel people should be (753-0237). The service is provided by the state chapter of the Disabled
compensated if "there is any harm" American Veterans (DAV). Please schedule ride a week prior to appointment.

TownCrier

MURRAY
Barlow files LEDGER
& TIMES
for U.S.
Senate race
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Former 1st District U.S. Rep. Tom
Barlow has filed to run for the U.S.
Senate, setting up a Democratic primary to select a nominee to run
against Republican Sen. Mitch
McConnell next November.
Lois Combs Weinberg, daughter
of former Gov. Bert Combs, has not
yet filed for office but has been
actively raising money for the race
since earlier this year.
Barlow sought the nomination in
1996 but was trounced in the
Democratic primary by former Lt.
Gov. Steve Beshear, who in turn was
soundly defeated by McConnell.
"I've been waiting six years for
this," Barlow said Wednesday. "I've
had my eye on it for quite awhile. ...
We're getting a number of people
who are quietly saying this is important. Everybody knows it's an ambitious undertaking, but I have not
heard any naysayers."
In 1992 Barlow defeated U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, who was
beset by political problems that ultimately landed him in prison. But he
was a casualty in 1994 of the
Republican landslide that swept
numerous Democrats from office.
In 1998 Barlow failed in his bid
to recapture his old House seat from
Rep. Ed Whitfield.
Barlow said he thinks that time
are different now and that voters are
tired of candidates with burgeoning
campaign war chests. He hopes to
raise about $500,000 in the race, and
he said the exposure he gained in
1996 — visiting every courthouse in
Kentucky — should help him win
the primary.
III
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Washington Today
By SHARON THEIMER
Associated Press Writer

Following bin Laden's money trail
WASHINGTON (AP) — Investigators
have exposed several pieces of Osama bin
Laden's financial network
in the past two months,
from honey and diamond
dealers to U.S. moneywiring
outfits
sending
millions
to Somalia.
But U.S. officials
concede
they have a long
way to. go_ to fully disrupt the
secretive empire-that finances bin
Laden's worldwide terrorism
operation.
----q-think -it is-not possible to
know yet how many more of these kinds of
organizations may exist and what other
inventive mechanisms may exist that we
haveriTdiscovered yet," Tfeasury Secretary
Paul O'Neill said.
The government made a major move
Wednesday toward blocking the money
'beihind the terrorists suspected in the Sept.
1 attacks on the World Trade Center and
Pentagon.
: President Bush announced the United
States was targeting two organizations,
largely underground currency exchanges
known as hawalas, funneling large amounts
of cash to bin Laden's al-Qaida network.
The organizations, Al Taqua and AlBarakaat, operate in more than 40 countries,
including the United States, and channel
funds to al-Qaida through companies and

nonprofits they run, the administration said.
Investigators believe tens of millions of
dollars a year flow overseas through alBarakaat. Much of that was sent by Somali
residents of the United States to relatives,
with the networks skimming money off for
al-Quaida through exchange fees.
Investigators believe it works like this:
Networks charge a fee to relay money, with
one-fourth of the fee kept by the hawala broker who took the money in the United States
and another quarter going to the receiving hawala dealer, in Somalia, for
instance. The remainder, or half the fee,
would be sent to the main company.
That's the point where
officials
Treasury
believe money gets
funneled_toaKtaida
A criminal coin-

plaint filed in Boston
suggested some of .
the money leaving
the United States
went first to the United Arab Emirates.
The money was wired in small increments below $10,000 to escape notice
by banking regulators, officials said.
The operation was the first for Treasury's
new Green Quest terrorist tracking unit.
That's not the only creative money-moving mechanism terrorism investigators have
discovered.
Treasury last month identified three

honey-related businesses in Yemen believed
to be fronts secretly moving money for alQaida. The U.S. government previously
linked the owner ofone to the main al-Qaida
base in Europe used to move money,
weapons and the network's members.
Foreign officials also believe al-Qaida
may be using the illegal African diamond
trade to make and hide money. And some
U.S. experts think bin Laden has profited
from Afghanistan's opium trade.
Some believe the battle against
terrorist financing may never end.
"I don't think you're ever
going to know if you've
it
destroyed

assets were being targeted because of their
ties to al-Qaida and other terrorist groups.
To date, 112 countries have issued blocking orders. The United States has frozen $26
million in assets of Afghanistan's ruling
Taliban and al-Qaida since Sept. 11; another
$17 million was blocked by other countries,
bringing the global total to $43 million, a
Treasury spokeswoman said.
In coordinated raids Wednesday,
Customs .agents seized evidence and
shut down Al-Barakaat companies in
four cities: Boston, Minneapolis, Seattle
and Columbus, Ohio. The
Department
Treasury
froze assets of nine organizations and two people in
the United States, most

c o m It's not a
physical
target in the way a base is
or a military target is," said Mark
Lowenthal, an intelligence consultant and former staff director of
the House Intelligence Committee.
"You have a twofold program:
One, you have to continually track
the money sources, and two, once
you know about them you have to disrupt
them. Once you find one, you have to know
there's another one."
This week, 62 entities and people were
added to a list of suspected terrorist associates targeted by the United States. The earlier list included 88 groups or people whose

with "links to
Al-Barakaat.
In
addiFBI
tion,
agents raided
two Fairfax County.businesses seeking evidence of terrorist transactions. The companies cater to the Somali community in northern Virginia, not far from the Treasury
Department office where Bush announced
the crackdown.
In Boston, Mohamed M. Hussein and
Liban M. Hussein were charged with running an illegal money-transmitting business,
according to a criminal complaint. Officials
said Mohamed Hussein was in custody.
A lack of full international cooperation is

the biggest challenge the United States faces
as it tries to further undermine terrorist
financing, said Jack Blum, former special
counsel to Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
"What we really need is a system that
operates relatively seamlessly where all of
the countries cooperate in the course of an
investigation,” Blum said. "And of course it
doesn't work that
way. It's
all tangled up
in questions of
sovereignty."
Sen. Carl Levin, as
sor of anti-money laundering legislation recently
passed by Congress, said
the United States must
pressure other countries to
laws.
tougher
adopt
Levin's legislation requires banks to take
greater steps to make sure accounts have no
connection to terrorists- or other criminals.
Still, he said, investigators' pursuit of terrorist money will have to be relentless.
"We've tried to close those cracks, but
they'll try to find other cracks and create
more cracks," said Levin, D-Mich.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Associated Press
Writer Jeannine Aversa in Washington contributed to this report.

Agree Or Not
By TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist

Environmental
victories in Ky.
to recycle their disposable beverage
containers and fast food refuse, so
much the better for the state and
Patton's legacy.
Patton rightly can take credit for
saving Kentucky's highest peak,
Black Mountain, from being mined
and timbered into oblivion, and he
put a halt to the flood of applications
to build new electric power plants in
the state to export power elsewhere
until. the impact on air quality of the
plants is better understood. As it is,
the 24 plants that applied for permits
before Patton's moratorium on new
applications will have a serious
environmental impact if all ultimately are approved and built.
And at long last. Patton and state
regulators have recognized the terrible consequences of thousands of
IF WE (AN JUST
straight pipes running raw sewage
from homes directly into nearby
LocATE NE RicAT
streams in rural areas of the state.
been
around
for
The things have
7vNIVEL .
414.
generations, but you would think
they have only just been discovered
N
klftth
by appalled water quality inspectors
shocked to discover they even exist.
Yes, the administration's wellpublicized battle against illegal
ttaii.
Ifli „N.11,./Q.:111AL P AtnS 1 4 A-4 •
dumps along rural Kentucky roads
(31 -1)4(._ i.,,,c,o,i_..ti
$ 1 C) 1c,
long
needed,
streams
has
been
and
but household trash dumped over a
hillside, as unsightly as it is, does
not have the serious impact on
health as raw human waste flowing
directly into streams that provide
cities and towns with their drinking
water.
By JACK FAR RIS
Now that straight pipes are part President, National Federation of Independent Business
of Patton's environmental agenda,
he will have to convince legislators
not only to outlaw the pipes, but to
set penalties on those who continue
using them that are.effective.
• Kentucky - governors walk - a
September II, 2001. November
Somewhere high above the fortightrope on environmental issues, bidding and dangerous terrain- of II, 1918.
because too many of the state's
Although decades apart, the two
existing industries are decidedly Afghanistan, an American military
unfriendly to the environment. But pilot focuses intensely on the dates will serve to remind us that not
Patton says he believes the state's assigned mission, but his thoughts everyone shares the American
future economic development is are never far'from September 11, pream, nor do they-wish us to live in
dependent on a clean environment 2001, a day that will forever be peace in a democratic society.
that will be attractive to new busi- etched in the minds of the people of
November 11 is Veteran's Day. It
ness and industry.
is
more
than an annual holiday, it is
States.
United
the
He's right, of course. It's extraorStreet
a
time
of
reflection and thanksgiving
Main
Somewhere
on
many
state
dinary that it took so
administrations, and one headed by U.S.A., millions of small-business that we owe to those who have put
a coal baron at that, to realize it.
owners will learn of this pilot's mis- their lives on the line so that our
sion, and they too will reflect on that nation can pursue its values, its
infamous day when thousands of hopes, its dreams.
It is a day to salute those who,
fellow citizens perished and hun0
WHIM
businesses hear through their ultimate sacrifices,
of
small
dreds
EDGERAIMES
have allowed this nation to continue
Ground Zero vanished.
On the eleventh day of the to lift the torch of freedom for all to
eleventh month, many will pause to see.
ALICE ROUSE
WALTER L. APPERSON
On this day, many small employhonor those who nearly 83 years
Publisher
Publisher Emeritus
earlier fought and died in World War ers will do more than pause to honor
ERIC WALKER
I so that, in the words of then- veterans. They will offer their hopes
Managing Editor
President Woodrow Wilson, the and prayers for the safe return of key
world would be made safe for personnel — owners, as well as
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
employees -- who have been called
democracy.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. Paul
Patton was doing some serious back
patting - his own - last week at the
Governor's Conference of the
Environment in Lexington, and
there weren't any loud objections to
his claims for environmental victories in his time in office.
But then, people who are invited
to Governor's Conferences on the
Environment generally can be
expected to clap at all the right
moments and not raise embarrassing
questions about straight pipes pumping raw sewage into streams
throughout rural Kentucky.
In nearly six year as governor,
Patton certainly has not been — in
Patton's own words — "the old
rape-and-pillage fellow" that many
feared when the Pike County coal
operator achieved Kentucky's highest office in '95. Far from it, in fact.
Those who feared Big Coal
would move into offices next door to
the governor, and strip-mining
would enjoy virtually unimpeded
growth under the Patton administration have been proved wrong time
and again. But then, the coal industry as a whole has been on a downward trend that not even a coal-man
governor could reverse even if
Patton had thrown out every stripmine regulation on the statute books.
All told, Patton deserves credit
for the solid environmental successca he has achieved, and he deserves
figther credit for the environmental
battles he has fought unsuccessfully
and is expected to continue in his
last years in office.
He fought to extend universal
cprbside garbage collection to every
county, and when the Republicancontrolled Senate balked in favor,of
a--"elean Up Kentucky"•publiC relaOnns campaign, Patton came back
. with proposals at least to encourage
icaunties to offer their citizens
garbage collection.
• If Patton can achieve something
statewide- garbage collection
before he leaves office, he will have
nioved the state forward in an area
tnat most Kentuckians already take
Very much for granted. If he also can
pry some form of bottle bill out of
die General Assembly that contains
serious incentives for Kentuckians
•

L

Guest Column

November 11: More than a holiday
by their nation to fight off the latest nation's war- to defeat an iinpending
threat to our national safety and economic threat, one that could
inflict long-lasting financial harm on
security.
Veteran's Day is a symbol of self- us at a time when it can least be
lessness and dedication that reaches afforded.
Whether duty's call places us in
back into the history of this nation to
its very beginning, when citizen the cockpit of a supersonic bomber
farmers and small-business owners or behind the counter of a Main
and patriots of all walks of life put Street small business, we, as
down their tools of trade, picked up Americans all, proudly acknowltheir muskets and marched off to edge our debt to our nation's veterans on November 11.
defend their country.
Small-business owners from one
EDITOR'S NOTE —Jack Fans
corner of the country to the other are
rising to challenges which threaten is president of NFIB (the National
Federation
of
Independent
the very survival of our nation.
Not only have they launched Business), the nation 's largest
massive relief efforts and swapped small-business advocacy group.
A non-profit, non-partisan organtheir shop aprons and business suits
for the uniforms of military service, ization founded in 1943, NFIB repbut they are also dedicating them- resents the consensus views of its
selves to ensuring that their compa- 600,000 members in Washihgton,
nies keep doing business without D.C., and all 50 state capitals.
More information is available onskipping a beat.
That's equally important in our line at www. nfib. corn.

•
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Deaths
Dwane Jones
The funeral for Dwane Jones will be Saturday at 2
p.m. at Grace Baptist Church, Murray. The Rev. Glenn
Armstrong, the Rev. Sammy Cunningham and the Rev.
Dustin Darnell will officiate. Congregational _singing
will be led by Glen Clayton with Mrs. Oneida White
and Mrs. Emma Dean Clayton as accompanists. Burial
will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the church after 4 p.m. today
(Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Grace
Jones
Baptist Church Building Fund, 617 South 9th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Jones, 65, South 11th Street, Murray, died Wednesday, Nov. 7,
2001, at 4:52 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was serving as coroner of Calloway County and as a funeral director at Murray-Calloway Funeral Home. He had previously been manager
of Miller Funeral Home of Murray and had worked at J.H. Churchill"
Funeral Home. Mr. Jones had been employed for many years with
Thurman Furniture Company.
A charter member of Grace Baptist Church, he served as a deacon and
organist. He had been master of ceremonies for many gospel singings,
had served on the board of Need Line, and was a member of Kentucky
Funeral Directors Association and Kentucky State Coroners Association.
Born March 13, 1936, he was the son of the late J.D. Jones and
Genella Treas Jones.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Freda Jones; two daughters, Mrs.
Susan Grace Darnell and husband, Dustin, Murray, and Mrs. Jennifer
Anne Tabers and husband, Jerry W., Kirksey; one grandson, Jerry (Trey)
Tabers III, Kirksey; one sister, Mrs. Jane Nix and husband, Ben, Murray;
one nephew, John Warren Nix, Kirksey.

Clifford W. Farris

Mrs. Evelyn Alton Waldrop
Mrs. Evelyn Alton Waldrop, 84, formerly of Calloway County, died
Thursday. Nov. 8, 2001, at Minerva Park Place, Columbus, Ohio.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

• Mrs.-Lotella B. Gillian
Graveside services for Mrs. Louella B. Gillian were Thursday at 3 p.m. at
Dixon Cemetery. The Rev. C.C. Brasher officiated.
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's Association,
Louisville Chapter, memorial, 3703 Taylorsville Rd., Suite 102, Louisville,
KY 40220; or Calvert City Convalescent Center, 1201 5th Ave., P.O. Box 7,
Calvert City, KY 42029..
Mrs. Gillian, 74, Grand Rivers, died Wednesday. Nov. 7, 2001, at 10:40
a.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center, Calvert City.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Raymond Owen, her second husband, Eugene M. Gillian, and one sister, Barbara Doom. She was the
daughter of the late Charlie Burd and Ora Vickers Burd.
Mrs. Gillian was a member of Briensburg Baptist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Carmeleta Norvell and husband,
Dennis, Murray, and Carolyn Wells-Gillian, Benton; two stepsons, Charles
Gillian, Paducah, and Larry Gillian, Benton; four grandchildren, Lisa
McNeely, Jason Wells, Kristen Wells and Jeremy Norvell; three stepgrandchildren, Tiffany, Ryan and Tyler Gillian; five great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Teresa Mae Hawks
Mrs. Teresa Mae Hawks, 44. Mayfield, died Thursday, Nov. 8, 2001, at 1
a.m. at her home.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Jessica Tucker, Murray, and Ms.
Anka Hawks, Mayfield; her mother, Mrs. Eleanor Fulcher Glasco, and two
brothers, David Glasco and Randall Glasco, all of Mayfield; one grandchild.
Her father, Aubrey Glasco, preceded her in death.
A memorial service will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. James Stovall will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 1 p.m. Saturday.

Bobby G. Brown

7 Weeks Left Till Christmas
le\ Holiday Cash Needs • Establish Credit • Medical Expenses •
New Clothing • Home/Auto Repairs Consolidate Bills

WE CAN HELP!!

e0"), HEIGHTS FINANCE
%) CORPORATION
Pamela Dial, Manager
Janeen Feagin • Mands Reeses
1364 A Chestnut St. • Morn.), KY 42071
Located in Dixieland Center • 12701759-0310
w‘iicheightsfinance.(001 "Helping Familiel Reach New Heights.'
FORMER BANKRUPTS WELCOME 'Subject to our normal credit polo,.%

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - The marked from Trenton but had a
English professor and literary bogus return address listing a
sleuth who identified the author of "Greendale School" in Franklin
the political novel "Primary Park, N.J.-Foster said there are two
Colors" has analyzed the anthrax- Franklin Parks in that state, but the
contaminated letters for the FBI ZIP code listed is for Monmouth,
and come up with some possible N.J. He said such a diversionary
leads.
tactic could indicate the sender
Among them: the letter writer knows the area fairly well.
might have lived in New Jersey for
"This looks like someone who
an extended period of time, might may have resided in New Jersey for
have spent time in Canada, and some months or maybe longer," he
might speak Arabic or Persian.
said.
Don Foster of Vassar College in
There is no Greendale School in
Poughkeepsie said his analysis that area either, though there are a
does not prove anything and "it number of them around North
might not lead us anywhere, but it America. Two Greendale Schools
at least provides some things to go in Canada - one near Montreal
on.
and another near Vancouver It was Foster who pegged politi- were recently in the news. It is poscal columnist Joe Klein as sible that the author heard the name
"Anonymous," the author of "Greendale School" while spend"Primary Colors," based loosely on ing time in one of those areas,
Bill Clinton's 1992 campaign. Foster said.
Foster also has worked on criminal
The clumsy job on Daschle's
cases,
studying
similarities address, with "Hart Senate Office"
between the Unabomber manifesto on one line of the envelope and
and the writings of Ted Kaczynski "Building" isolated on the next,
for the FBI.
could suggest someone who does
Foster said Wednesday that he not know how to abbreviate words
studied copies of the letters sent to in English. It also could indicate the
Senate Majority Leader Tom author is not used to writing left to
Daschle, NBC anchorman Tom right. A number of languages,
Brokaw and the New York Post.
including Arabic and Persian, are
The Daschle letter was post- written right to left, he said.

Grand Opening
DMIT Ruaniture
15%OFF
STOREWIDE SAVINGS

Fri., Nov.9& Sat., Nov. 10
• New & Used Items
•Winter Promotional Mattresses
*Leather Gliders & Foot Stools

Pet pig dies,
woman sues killer

Need Help Stuffing Your Stockings This Year?
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Sleuth offers clues
to anthrax mystery

The funeral for Clifford W. Farris will be today (Friday) at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Bob Haley will
officiate. Charles E. Stubblefield will lead congregational singing.
Pallbearers will be John Farris, Mark Farris, Justin Farris, Scott
Bobby G. Brown,67, Fischer Road, Benton, died Thursday, Nov. 8, 2001,
DeShields, Glen McCuiston and Sammy Pittman, active, and Ray
at 12:55 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Coursey, honorary. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
A retired precision grinder for General Motors, he was a 35-year-member
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
of United Auto Workers in Michigan. He was a member of St. Henry Catholic
Mr. Farris, 83, Farris Road, Murray, died Wednesday, Nov. 7, 2001, at Church, Aurora, and of
Fairdealing Olive Volunteer Fire Department.
10:45 a.m. at his home.
He was the son of the late James Brown and Mayma Lee Brown. Three sisRetired from the Murray Division of the Tappan Company, he was a ters, Edna Jones, Grace Largent and
Nina Nelson, and two brothers, Jim
Navy veteran of World War II. He was a member of New Concord Church Brown and Ted Brown, all preceded him
in death.
of Christ and Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Geri Brown; two daughters, Ms. Debra
He was married June 4, 1939, to the former Faye Hendon who died Brown, Benton, and Mrs. Brenda Hackney, Palm Bay, Fla.; one
son, Marc
July 19, 2001. Two sisters, Ruby Kindred and Evelyn Parker, and one Dell Brown, Benton; three grandchildren, Marcus Brown-Brennan, Benton,
brother, Otto Farris, also preceded him in death. Born March 19, 1918, in Bobby Hackney, Palm Bay, Fla., and Lora Hackney, Paducah; two sisters,
Calloway County, he was the son of the late Carl Farris and Susie Mrs. Joyce Byerly, Symsonia, and Mrs. Julia Ann Byerly, Reidland; two
Outland Farris.
brothers, Joe Brown and William Brown, both of Benton.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Cheryl Coursey, one son, Gary
The funeral mass will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at St. Henry Catholic Church.
Farris and wife, Geneva, and one brother, Keys Farris and wife, Lejenia, Aurora. Fr. Richard Cush will officiate. Burial will follow in Horn Cemetery.
all of Murray; four grandchildren, Mark Farris, John Farris and wife,
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 5 p.m. today
Deena,-Ray Coursey, and Jenger DeShields and husband. Scott; three (Friday). The Rosary Prayer service will be at 7 p.m. tonight (Friday) at the
-great-grandchildren. Justin and Laura Farris and Alley DeShields; two funeral home.
stepgreat-grandchildren, Scotty and Chelsia DeShields.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer Society.

LAGRANGE, Ky. (AP) - A call," Likens said.
LaGrange woman is suing Oldham
Texas' attorney, J. Key Schoen,
County in federal court after ani- said before firing. Likens got permal-control officers shot her pet mission from county attorney John
pig while she was away from Fendley to destroy the pig. They
home.
should have gotten permission
Lisa Texas said she and her chil- from a judge, Schoen contends.
dren came home on Dec. 26, 2000
The suit, which also names
to find their potbellied pig Roscoe Fendley and Likens as defendants,
- a birthday gift to one of her claim that they violated Texas'
daughters four years ago - fatally constitutional right to free from
shot in the back yard. A notice had illegal search and seizure and that
been left by county animal-control they denied her due process.
officials explaining they had shot
However, the defendants said
the pig because it was suffering.
they acted in "good faith, without
Animal control director Kim malice, and within the scope of
Likens said a neighbor reported their duties as public officials."
that the pig had been "moaning
Fendley also said Likens had
uncontrollably" for hours. When the authority to enter Texas' propofficials arrived at the home, the erty because the pig could be seen
pig was lying on its side "frozen to from the street.
the ground," its underbelly was
Texas is seeking unspecified
purple from frostbite.
punitive and compensatory dam"We had to make a judgment ages. No hearing date has been set.
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Available in Burgundy, Green, Black & Tan

GHOST TRAVELERS
from St. Louis
.on
Fri. & Sat., Nov. 9 & 10 • 10 p.m.-2 a.m.
Hwy. 641 S. • Puryear, Tennessee (Formerly Richard Noggins)

• Chaise Loungers
•Dining Sets
•Day Beds
*Contour Living Room Suites

BETTER BUILT GARAGES,INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Dwain Warren, Owner

15 Years In Business
Perry Warren. Manager

(270)674-5530 • Melber, KY

103.7 FM

Erected including C..• •
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Qua.
r.ieiy

CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A. 4- concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12- footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. Constr. gr.
studs
-G. 7/16" 0.5 B.
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

7

I Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft O.C.
J. 1/2 plywood/0 S.B
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
o 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w hardboard siding
1 1:2 CAR f 12x201
54025
2 CAR (18x20)
$4825
LARGE CAR (22x22)
S5125
2 1 2 CAR (24x24)
55325
LARGE 2 12 CAR 124001
S5925
57275
LARGE 3 CAR (30001

Deluxe Models - vinyl siding
1 1 2 CAR 112x20)
2 CAR 118x213)
LARGE CAR i22x221
2 1 2 CAR 124x241
LARGE 2 1 2 CAR (24)001
LARGE 3 CAR 130001

$152:7,
55225
55325
$5675
$6425
S7675

Froggy will be here Saturday
from 1:30-4:30 p.m.
944 S. 12th St.• Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.• 767-9100
(Next to Murray Sewing Ctr.)
=
IE

Watch Your Savings Add Up /
With The Purchase Of
These Great Brands.::

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT- CALL US- WE WONT BE UNDERSOLD

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom Built - Buy Or Rent To OsAn'

Investments Since 1854.

STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD,INC.
Pro Rodeo Equipment, Western
Wear, Tack, Trailers, Nutrena Feed
1842 State Line Rd. W.
Hwy.893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
Bus: 270-492-6144
Fax: 270-492-6248
www.statelinewesternworld.com

Larry & Lynda Ward
Barry Ward

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

'•1"'"' 514.95"
(*On most cars & trucks)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

Stock Market Report
Dot% Jones Ind. At g.....9550.15 - 37.37
42.17 - 0.24
Air Products
15.90 - 0.55
A01,Time Warner
16.23 - 0.15
AT&T
Bell South
3IL66 + 0.16
17.45 - 0.65
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 54.36 - 0.09
47.94 - 0.45
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 88.65 + 1.06
17.15 + 0.41
Daimler Chrysler
44.35 - 0.47
Dean Foods
39.92 + 0.42
Exxon-Mobil
16.60 - 0.17
Ford Motor(New)
40.08 - 0.27
General Electric
43.66 - 0.09
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 54.60 + 0.2523.26 + 0.29
Goodrich
18.82 - 0.17
Goodyear
12.50 + 0.40
HopFed Bank*
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc price unchanged
Additional Informatton Available
Upon Request

Prices as of 9 a.m.

IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Int.

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

113.70 - 0.11
40.49 + 0.16
27.91 - 0.37
24.10 - 0.24
6.78 - 0.03
18.58 - 0.25
26.24 - 0.06
65.46 + 0.24
64.22 '0.2(1
23.42 + 0.07
48.77 - 0.26
42.06 - 0.24
16.15 - 0.67
43.02 - 0.56
42.90. 0.26
18.17 + 0.02
14.20 + 0.11
c4.15 - 0.35
11.75 - 0.08

Ate
HILLIARD
DONS
SING NM

Our Best Investment Is You.
J J E. Hilliard, WI Lyons. inc • MernINN NYSE and S1PC

en excIting
Rhodes Cookbook

Look for money-saving coupons
inside the next edition of

T
EDGER& IMES
7$11

RHO

IV

1
A

Look for
your chance to
win a vacation
to Cancun!

/
1
4
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EventReminders

Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN

The following are reminders of weddings and events for the coming week that have been published previously in the Murray Ledger
& Times:

Community Editor
Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry
Elkins, with the assistance of Jennie Gordon,
office manager, will host a special event in honor
of Veterans Day 2001 on Saturday, Nov. 10, at
10 a.m. at the Calloway County Courthouse.
A brief ceremony will be conducted. Hot cider,
coffee and doughnuts will be served.
This is a special time to honor all of our
veterans of all wars and their families.

Stacy Renee Ingram, daughter of Ms. Sharon Ingram and the late
Robert Ingram of Farmington, and David Allen Therrien, son of
Harold and Linda Therrien of Almo, will be married Saturday, Nov. 10,
2001, at 5 p.m. at West Fork Baptist Church, Murray. A reception
will follow. All relatives and friends are invited.
Lori Cooper of Nashville. Tenn., daughter of Lloyd Cooper and Kay
Scarbrough, both of Murray, and Gary Bailey. also of Nashville, son
of the late Max and Wanda Bailey of Murray, will be married Saturday. Nov. 10, 2001, in Townsend, Tenn., near Gatlinburg, Tenn.

Family Night at Hazel

Jennifer Lynn McCulley of Manhattan, Kan., daughter of Richard
and Rebecca McCulley of New Sharon, Iowa, and Joel Taylor Johnson, also of Manhattan, son of Barry and Mary Gail Johnson of Murray, will be married Saturday, Nov. 10, 2001, at New Sharon Assembly of God Church, New Sharon, Iowa

Hazel Lodge 138 of Woodmen of the World will have its family
night Saturday, Nov. 10, at 6 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. The
meal will be furnished. Also featured will be door prizes and entertainment.

Robert and Rebecca Pruitt of 990 Elm Grove Rd., Almo, will be
honored at a reception, hosted by their children, in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Nov. 11, 2001, from 2 to 4 p.m.
at Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church. All relatives and
friends are invited.

The second annual fall singing will Saturday, Nov. 10, at 7 p.m.
at Hickory Grove Church of Christ, 1131 Hickory Grove Rd., Almo.
Refreshments will be served during a break in the singing.

Annie Lee Lassiter will be honored with a reception, hosted by
Dottie Benoit, Tommy and Cathy Lassiter and Martha Lassiter, in celebration of her 90th birthday on Sunday, Nov. 11, 2001, from 2 to 4
p.m. in the fellowship hall of Grace Baptist Church, 615 South Ninth
St., Murray. The honoree requests that guests not bring gifts, but
cards would be appreciated.

Fall singing Sunday

WOW LODGE...Serving as hostesses for the October meeting of Lodge 728 of Woodmen of the World were (kr)
Shelby Suiter, Madeline Parker and Field Representative
Dale Parker. The lodge will meet Monday, Nov. 12, at 6
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade with Faye Childress, Freda Lovett
and Jean Bird as hostesses.

MCCH, WKMS keeping their 'Promises'
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is partnering with WKMSFM to continue the documentary
series, "Promises to Keep," for
another year. The award-winning
project consists of radio stories,
newspaper articles, community outreach activities and arts events
with end-of-life themes.
A grant from the Kentucky Arts
Council supports Murray writer
and independent producer Constance Alexander as community
-artist in residence and project manager of Promises to Keep.
According to Isaac Coe, hospital director, "We are pleased to
support this community outreach
project. End-of-life issues are
important in our region, and the

hospital has long been at the forefront with one of the oldest hospice programs in the state."
In 2001, WKMS and the
Department of Nursing at Murray
State University worked together
with Ms. Alexander to examine
end-of-life topics through a series
of radio stories, cooperative projects with students and faculty, and
a community forum to gather data
on end-of-life needs.
Art exhibits at the Museum of
the American Quilters Society in
Paducah and the Ice House Gallery
in Mayfield were other highlights
of the year, along with literary
readings and a book discussion
group organized by St. John's Epis-

copal Church.
erage of end-of-life issues. It is
Promises to Keep was named believed that because of the unique
a semi-finalist for a prestigious partnership between academia and
Batten Award from the Pew Cen- community professionals, the course
ter for Civic Journalism in April, will be the first of its kind in the
2001.
United States.
As a result of the topic's ongoKate Lochte, WKMS manager,
ing relevance, faculty from the said that projects like Promises to
College of Health Sciences and Keep reflect the station's mission
Human Services at Murray State to serve community needs. "We
University and health-care profes- are pleased for Murray-Calloway
sionals from Murray-Calloway County Hospital's support of this
County Hospital and Lourdes Hos- public radio project. Working
pital, Paducah, plan to launch a together. we can provide the region
course in Interdisciplinary Pallia- with important information about
tive Care beginning in January, resources and needs relating to
2002.
end-of-life care.
The course will focus on proFor more information, contact
viding undergraduate and graduate Ms. Lochte at WKMS-FM, 1-800students with comprehensive coy- 599-4737.

'Needlework ... creative, calming, and beneficial'
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only

Heist
R- 1:20 - 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:35

The United States has been hit
with a series of tragedies from
September 11 and following. Commentators are indicating that family and traditional values have reemerged.
People are looking for home

Domestic Disturbance
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:30 - 7:30 - 9:40

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

The One
PG13. 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:15 - 9:20

5.00%

Monsters, Inc.
G - 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:10
Shallow Hal
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:50 - 7:20 - 9:45
K-Pax
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:15 - 9:45

(November,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Lite guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3 00'. Since early surrender
charges apply. please call for details

13 Ghosts
R - 1:15 - 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:30

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
Ad #99ANN006

Program Information
Call 753-3314

hobbies and creative pursuits, which Members have use of extensive
are calming, enriching, and often lending and reference library, hishelp us feel safe and comfortable. toric needlework collections, and
Needlework is one pursuit that the exhibit gallery. Please join us
stands out in this regard. It offers at our next meeting, held Nov. 19
a unique opportunity for expres- at 10 a.m. at Calloway County
sion of thoughts and ideas.
Public Library Annex, 710 Main
A local chapter has formed for Street (Hwy 94) in Murray, Ky.
stitching of beautiful needlework, We will be stitching patriotic pins
fostering high standards of design, and symbols.
color, and workmanship. Come
For more information contact.
find out about Embroiders Guild Mary Renquist at 436- 5824 or
of America (EGA) and visit a E-mail her at drenquist@wk.net.
group dedicated to challenges in We are looking forward to meetneedlework. EGA is a non-profit ing you, and finding comfort in
educational, charitable, non-dis- these trying times, using our hands
criminatory organization with its and sharing our thoughts
national headquarters in Louisville,
Kentucky.
Beginners and established needle artists are encouraged to pursue their interest of art needlework using EGA advantages of
correspondence courses, master
craftsman study programs, research
fellowships, advance study, and
teacher certification programs.

WATCH FOR
THE WINTER
EDITION OF
IN OUR
BACKYARD

-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL
HI
Our Program guarantees 3 lbs. per week of weight loss!

Walter's
Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Anthrax forum Monday
A forum on Anthrax will be presented Monday, Nov. 12, at 7 p.m.
in the Murray State University Curtis Center theater. The purpose of
the forum is to present the facts about Anthrax. The public is encouraged to attend.

Republicans will meet
Calloway County Republican Party will meet Monday, Nov. 12, at
7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library,
according to Thomas Collins, county chairman.
•

North meeting Monday
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday. Nov. 12, at 4 p.m. in the staff lounge. This is a special meeting due to the time change. Margaret Cook, principal, invites
the public.

Sigma meeting Monday
Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday, Nov. 12, at w6:30 p.m. in the club house basement. A program
will be presented on -Leadership Tomorrow." All members are urged
to attend to finalize plans for Breakfast with Santa. Hostesses will
be Stacy Clark, Kelly Dwyer and Renee Wynn.

Sugar Plum event Saturday
The Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church will have its annual Sugar Plum Holiday Bazaar and Bake Sale on Saturday, Nov. 10,
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Parish Center, 401 North 12th St., Murray. A continental breakfast and lunch will be available. For information call Christine at 753-0391 or Marianne at 753-3876.

Good Shepherd plans event
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, Highway 121 South at
Cherry Comer, will have a close out of items from the bazaar and
sale thrift shop on Saturday. Nov. 10, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Featured will be lots of adult clothing, household items and new Christmas gifts.

Hollyberry event Saturday
The annual Hollyberry Bake Sale and Tea Room will be held at
First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray, on Saturday, Nov. lfT, from 8 to 11 a.m. Also featured will be a raffle for
a hooked wall hanging by Jean Lindsey, along with food, gifts and
crafts.

Flu vaccinations to be offered
Flu vaccinations will be offered to all Calloway County School
faculty, staff and students on Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 13 and
14. the cost is $10 for faculty/staff and free for students. Permission
forms will be distributed to students and must be signed by a parelit or guardian and returned by Friday, Nov. 9, in order to participate.

Youth of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, will have
its fund-raising fish fry on Sunday. Nov. 11, from 5 to 7 p.m. Alaskan
grilled salmon, deep fried halibut, pond catfish with white beans,
slaw, hush puppies, fries, rolls, drinks, and hot dogs will be served
at $8 for an adult and $5 for a child. For information call Dawn
Olsen at 759-3186 or Karen Guthrie at 492-8797.

Phillip Powell
POTPOURRI HOMEMAKER'S ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS CRAFT & GIFT SHOW
November 10, 2000 • 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Gym
503 Maple St., Murray, KY
Newest Print
"Winter Silence"

.1440;

Sat., November 10 • 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Senior Activities Committee of Housing Authority of Murray will
have a bazaar and bake sale on Saturday, Nov. 10, from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m. at the Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr., Murray. Handmade items, home and holiday decorations, gifts, ornaments, wreaths
and wall hangings will be sold. Also biscuits and sausage, juice and
coffee will be sold.

Youth event Sunday

RI I OR I

of Kertocko (Irtist
Pollen Is The Major Culprit

Bazaar event at Ellis Center

The ladies of the Murray Country Club will have their Thanksgiving luncheon on Wednesday, Nov. 14, with a social hour at 11
a.m. and lunch at noon. -This is one of our nicest luncheons, so try
to come out and enjoy the fun," a member said. Reservations should
be made by Monday, Nov. 12, by calling Ve Sevems, 759-8358.

Open House/gallery

Pollen is the male fertilizing element of plants. For plants to reproduce,
pollen must he transmitted from one to another. This can take place
when plants release pollen into the air and pollen grains become windborne. Pollen grains are so tiny that when they are released in large
amounts from plants into the air, they have the appearance of dust.
Several types of pollen released into the air from early spring through
'he autumn can bother people who have seasonal nasal allergies. In the
.nited States, the most common cause of seasonal
ilasal allergies is pollen from the ragweed plant.
Pollen from trees and grasses also can cause seasonal
lasal allergies

Calloway County High School Baseball Diamond Club will meet
Sunday, Nov. 11, at 7:30 p.m. at Boulder's Cafe. All CCHS baseball
parents are encouraged to attend.

Thanksgiving luncheon planned

1415 W. Main St.
(Next to Corvette Lanes)
Murray, KY
FA

eimaspr

Diamond meeting Sunday

at the artist's home on 128 Geurin Rd.
FOR MORE INFO CALL 270-436-2684 OR 800-869-0174

Handmade Crafts - Baked Goods
Concession Stand - Door Prizes
Come join usfor a fun time and get an early start on your shopping
For booth space call Dorothy Cook 436-5502.

I

"
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Memorial service
scheduled Sunday

COMMENDED...Calloway County High School senior Tera
Rica Murdock (second from right) was named a commended
student in the Merit Scholarship program. Also pictured
(from left) Laura Crouse, guidance counselor, Yvette Pyle,
principal, and Susan Williams, guidance counselor.

Murdock named student
in scholarship program
Tera Rica Murdock, a senior
at Calloway County High School,
has been named a commended student in the 2002 National Merit
Scholarship Program, according to
Yvette Pyle, principal of CCHS.
Murdock is the daughter of
Rick and Stacy Murdock of Murray.
She is president of the senior
class and was selected by the
CCHS faculty as "Most Outstanding Senior." She is an active
member of numerous clubs and
service organizations and is
involved in the volunteer programs
such as Parent Power Workshops
and tutoring.
Murdock currently represents

CCHS as a member of the Leadership Tomorrow Team. She was
recently selected as "Most Intellectural Female" by her classmates.
Murdock is one of only 34,000
commended students out of a field
of more than one millidn students
throughout the nation.
Although she will not continue in the 2002 competition for Merit
scholarship awards, as a commended student, she ranks among
the top five percent of all students who entered the 2002 competition by taking the 2000 Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test.

COMMENDED...Calloway County High School senior Jennifer Haley Lynn (second from right) was named a commended student in the Merit Scholarship program. Also pictured (from left) are Laura Crouse, guidance counselor,
Yvette Pyle, principal, and Susan Williams, guidance counselor.

Lynn named commended
student in Merit program
Jennifer Haley Lynn, a senior
at Calloway County High School,
has been named a commended student in the 2002 National Merit
Scholarship Program, according to
Yvette Pyle, principal of CCHS.
Lynn Is the daughter of Rick
and Pam Jones of Murray and David
Lynn of Lake Village, Ark.
An active member of a variety
of clubs and organizations at CCHS,
she is an accomplished student
athlete, playing both soccer and
tennis. She was elected treasurer
of the senior class and secretary
of the Beta Club. She was recent-

ly selected as "Most Likely to
Succeed" by her classmates.
Lynn is one of only 34,000
commended students out of a field
of more than one million students
throughout the nation.
Although she will not continue in the 2002 competition for Merit
scholarship awards, as a commended student, she ranks among
the top percent of all students who
entered the 2002 competition by
taking the 2000 Preliminary
SAT/National Merit Scholarship
Qualifying Test.

READ COMMUNITY DAILY

Birth
Colby Lee Gore

CELLTOUCH,inc. :
1° *nyoff

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lee Gore
of 4653 Murray Hwy., Hardin,
are the parents of a son, Colby
Lee Gore, born on Monday, Oct.
29, 2001, at 5:17 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.,
The baby weighed nine pounds
six ounces. The mother is the former Ashli Leigh Collie.
Grandparents are Larry and
Jeanette Darnall and the late Jimmie Collie, and Martha L. Gore
and the late Joe Gore.

Local students
named to court
GEORGETOWN, Ky. — Two
Murray students were included in
the homecoming court at Georgetown College.
Jeanne Maddox, senior from
Murray, was one of the attendants
to the homecoming queen, Kelly
Cameal, senior from Paducah.
O'Shea Hudspeth II,junior from
Murray, was .one of the attendants
to the homecoming king, Matthew
Stapp, junior from Amelia, Ohio.

A memorial service for the late
Lt. Jasper Jones, Civil War soldier, will be Sunday, Nov. 11, at
230 p.m. at Young Cemetery, located about one mile west of Lynn
Grove on Highway 94 West.
Lt. Jones was of Company C.,
King's 1st Kentucky Cavalry Bn.
CSA who died April 6, 1862, at
Camp Trezavent, Tenn.
A military head stone will be
set and the memorial service will
be conducted by Fort Heiman Camp
1834 of Sons of Confederate Veterans. The eulogy will be by Chaplain Thorn.
Re-enactors from the 3rd and
7th Infantry, in uniform, will participate as well as members of

all

.••••••••••••

Todd presents
Delta program
Rosetta
Todd, RN
and certified massage therapist with
the Murray -Calloway
County
Hospital
Wellness
Center,
was guest
speaker at
the OctoTodd
ber meeting of the
Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Todd presented a historical perspective on massage and gave a
demonstration of massage technique. She was introduced by Kay
Ray, department chairman.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Mayrelle Clark and Susan
O'Neill.
The department will meet
Wednesday, Nov. 14, at 2 p.m.
at the club house. Ann Ingle RN,
CDE, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, will discuss facts about
diabetes.

517 South 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071

ac
verrzenvoreless

PAINTING...Jeffry Edwards
of North Star 4-H Club is
shown painting a pumpkin during the recent 4-H
Pumpkins in the Park and
Clean Up event. All of the
4-H clubs participated in
painting pumpkins and
later cleaned up the city
park.

the J.N. Williams Chapter 805 of
the United Daughters of the Confederacy, including a great-granddaughter, Lula Bell Hodges di Murray.
There are numerous relatives
of this Jones family in Calloway
County. The public is urged to
attend this special historical event.

Car

9

Chargers

Bus. 270-753-6706
Fax 270-767-9816

*Highest Quality
Rating Possible

*King or Queen siic
beds in all wimp,

Dixieland Shopping Center
leeninct merue•at on Chestnut St )

76 7 - 9 1 1 1
Call us to compare!

Hook up your home phone service'

39 95 „Aus ax

No coritractt
No credit check' $
No depoolt,

•

Some resIr chons may app.i 59 95 actvabor 'ee 'or home poore servce Expires 1731/C1

CAKE WORKSHOP...Molly
Anderson of North Star 4H Club is shown decorating cakes at the recent 4H Cake Decorating workshop. 4-Hers learned various techniques and each
member decorated their
own cake and several cookies. The cakes and cookies
were
distributed
throughout the community
to businesses and organizations that support 4-H.

THE IRON PLACE

OPEN THIS WEEKEND
Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-5
2nd Full Weekend
Sunday 2-4
NOV. 9-12
Monday 9-5
Lake hwy. 79%., turn right at Trollinger's BRQ and
Ntiorage hidgs. On I akeway Circle Paris, TV
We'11 be looking flu- you!

•3 ROOTS Suite w/
Full Kitchen. 31- TV
with VCR & Jacuzzi

Ask About Our
Unbeatable
Fall Special

of MURRAY
ALL ROOMS INCLUDE:
Refrigerators, Microwaves. Coffeemakers.

Relax In Our
Jacuzzi
Rooms

Hairdryers. Phones w/Dataports
70 Channel Cable wiFIBO
Free Deluxe Continental Breakfast

NEW FURNITURE

10
0N1
1
J1
C
ilidagw91111
Bring your Truck, Van
or Trailer - Bungee
Cords, Rope & padding,
Come prepared to Haul
away and Save!!

A DAY

SATURDAY SUNDAY MONDAY
NOV. 10'

1:30 PM SHARP

Nov. 77 TH

NOV. 12'

1:30 PM SHARP [630 PM SHARP

INSPECTION 2 HOURS Prior

NOV. 13T
6:30 PM SHARP
TILL IT'S OVER!

o the sale.
it

THE BESTWAY FURNITURE
THIRTY-FIVE PERCENT

*Fax and Copy
Service As ailahle

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE IS
OVER... BUT, LARGE QUANTITIES

..alaableimilitame-e-

r•••••••

OF QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS

State Farm has discounts
available on car insurance.

MUST BE SOLD.,

See me to find out how you may qualify.
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray. KY
270-753-9935

Auction conducted by.
KURT EARLYWIME
Cicero Indiana
KY Lic. #: RP-7126

ALL Living Rooms Dining Rooms
Bedrooms Mattresses Recliners
•inettes Kids' Furniture Leather
Sleepers Groups Entertainment
Cabinets Curio Cabinets
Bedding Lamps Chairs and

•

•

Nat,

It

:•••••-

MUCH MORE FROM FAMOUS NAME
BRANDS YOU WILL KNOW & TRUST.

SALE HELD AT THE FORMER WAL—MART LOCATION

TERMS OF AUCTION:
items sold as is
• Inspection - 2 hours prior to sale.
• No pickups during Auction.
• All purchases must be paid for
day of Auction and picked up
immediately at conclusion of
that days sale.
• 10% buyers premium.
• Cash • Visa • MasterCard
• Check with proper ID.
• All

!MAU

PA

M

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.'
statefarm.com"
I PISUIANCI

Slate Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company (Not in NJ)
State Fate" exteiteeel Cembisee (NJ)• NOme Offices Bloomington Minors

2602 MAIN ST.
BENTON • KY

CAIL AIL 4Z71?—.S722"-2411r9.9P
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Murray-Calloway County
1)Irectory of Churches
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat. 10:15 am
W,rsh,p
Sat 9 00 a m

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Morning Worship
1000 a.m
Sunday School
900 a m.

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
Ilam & 6 p.m.
Church Training
5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Services
11:00 a.m
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6:30 p.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Sunday Night
6.00 p.m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Worship
1000 a.m & 600 p.m.
Sunday School
900 a.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p in
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship Services
1045 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
645 p.m
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1045 a.m. & 6 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m & 6:00 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8.9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
8,9:15 & 1030 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
1030 a m. & 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Church Training
5:30 p.m
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p m
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Preaching
11 a.m & 6:00 p m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2.00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
200 p m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10.50 am
Evening Worship
600 p in
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL
BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1100 a m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
1000 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship
llam & 6 pm
OAK GROVE
Worship
II a m 8E7 p.m
Sunday School
10 a m
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 a m
Preaching
11:00 a m
Prayer Service
530 p.m
Church
6:00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
8 45 a m & 11 a m & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
II a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7..00 p.m.
sccrrrs GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.ni.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 630 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m & 7 p.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
930 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11 a.m & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9-30 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.& 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

Joseph and
Forgiveness

/EHOVAll'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
1030 a.m.

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10 30 a.m.

METHODIST

Give us this day our daily bread.
And forgive us our debts;
as zve forgive our debtors.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:1X1.a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.in,
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
900 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
1Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1015 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
1030 a.m.
Bible School
930 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed

Hi 30 a ni
10:30 a.m.
7:30 p.rg.
12-3 p.m

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
DEXTER
Sunday School
Worship
Wednesday

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
1030 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
600 p.m.

Matthew 6:12

CHRISTIAN

9:30 a.m.
1030 a.m & 600 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7 00 p.m.
..‘-illse•c•ice I 1/

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m. & 600 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
1050 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
950 a.m

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a.m
Church School
10:45 a.m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist
8 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Wed. Holy Eucharist
515 p.m.

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 a_rn
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m

rilUggAu
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HOLESALE ELECTRIC 206 E. Main
Street

SUPPLY

753-8194

WOODWFTWS
GALLERIES

Hwy.641 North

rs)
Arbqt

759-4522

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
1000 a.m
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m

BOONE
CLEANERS

753-5719

605 Main St.,
Murray, KY

Call in or fax your order!
Phone: 759-3663
Fax: 759-3329

753-2552

firs: Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri.& Sat. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.

Chestnut St. • Murray (At Five Points)

Belcher Oil Company,Inc.
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270-767-3660

High Quality Lubes & Fuel
"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Years"
403 S. L.P. Miller • 753-0212

EQD)

BEASLEY'S

200 East Main Street • 753-8201

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.

612 S.9th St.

I.... w.1 pew* a

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.

CENTER

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m
Contemporary Worship
700 p m

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

Cain
'
s
CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH•IX)DGE JEEP FR/a ErrAR

1510

RENTAL-SALES

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Worship
10 a m & 6 p.m.

Thornton Tile and Marble

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

CE1:122)

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Serv.
11:00-7:30 p.m.

/.,re IC) Ilse- .srst•o-c-istert.I.4e whir" izse•/..t- them iPirsie.F•r• Af.st.a.smit
at-.

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m

EPISCOPAL

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Worship
6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
730 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
11:00 a m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m

GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
•
11 a.m. & 5 p.m.

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p m
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11 :00 a in
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a in
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.in.
Wednesday Worship
630 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship
11:00 a.m.,600 p.m

formal Irrar /.3110)1iI
4=aie
For All Special Occasions
304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1300 • Toll Free 1-888-367-6757

MT. CARMEL
Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
MT. HEBRON
Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11..00 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.rn
Worship
11,00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
930 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 am.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a in.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening
600 p.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL A/KE CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.rn
Morning Service
11 :00 a.m.

HARMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
1/4 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Service
730 p.m.
NEW LIFE
Thursday - Bible Study
7 p.m.
Sundays - Worship
10:30 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 1000 a.m. to I p.m.
Worship 4th Sun.
1000 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
4:30 p.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5:15 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8 a.m. & 10 a.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
Wednesday - Home Groups
6:00 p.m.
IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
Sun. Celebration Services
10 a.m
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m
Fri. Celebration Services
7 p.m
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7-00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11 30 a m & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m,

sh
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SATELLITE & ANTENNA
500 North 4th Street
270-759-0901

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

701 Main St.• Murray • 753-5273
CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.
Murray

753-1489

Michelin - Regul - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 West Main
Murray
"We have over 50 years" experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you arid your loved ones

753-1962

405 S. 12th St
Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

Haw Banking Should Be

Murray
Appliance
212 E. Main St.

4)
Min lay Bank

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

753-1586

u_
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Worship
Friday, November 9, 2001

In His Service: Upcoming Sermons,Speakers & Specials
Various churches have released
information concerning their worship
services for the coming weekend as
follows:
Adventist:
Seventh-day
Worship services will be Saturday at
9 a.m. with Sabbath School at 10:15
a.m. David Holton is pastor.
Hilltop Baptist: The Rev. Calvin
director,
associate
Wilkins,
Partnership Missions of Kentucky
Baptist Convention, will speak at the
11 a.m. worship service, and the
Rev. Joe Pat Winchester, pastor, will
speak from the book of II Timothy at
the 6 p.m. worship service.
University Church of Christ:
Richard Youngblood will speak at the
10 a.m. worship service, and Dr.
Evertt Huffard, dean of Harding
University graduate school of reliwill
speak
gion,
about
Muslim
"Understanding
Our
Neighbors" at the 6, p.m. worship
service. Danny Claiborne is worship
leader. Bible School will be at 9 a.m.
Flint Baptist: The Rev. David
Aker, director of missions for the
Baptist Convention, serving 47
counties in Eastern Kentucky, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
worship services as a part of a one
day revival in connection with the
Kentucky Baptist Convention meeting here next week. Darren
Chapman is music director with Gina
Brandon and Janette Walker as
accompanists. Sunday School with
Richard Vanover as director will be
at 10 a.m., a fellowship meal at noon
and Fellowship Training at 6 p.m.
West Fork Baptist: Dale Rose,
evangelist from Monticello, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services as a one day revival in connection with the Kentucky Baptist
Convention meeting here next week.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. On
Saturday the church as a crossover
project will offer free blood pressure
and sugar screenings with the
Hospital Health Express at the
church. The youth will have a car
wash Saturday at Hardee's.
Memorial Baptist: The Rev. Jim
Simmons, pastor, will speak at the
10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Paul
Adams is minister of music with
Kathy Thweatt and Misty Williams as
accompanists. Assisting will be
David Ramey, Mike Daniels and J.T.
Lee. Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m.
Grove
Pleasant
North
Cumberland Presbyterian: The
Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor, will
speak about "God's Church and the
Great Tribulation Part 1" with scripture from Revelation 7:9-17 at the .11
a.m. worship service. Jim Cain will
be in charge of children's time.
Dennis Gardner, Dean Coch rum and
Margaret Nell Boyd will be in charge
of the music.
Emmanuel Baptist: The Rev.
Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak
about "The Three Greatest Truths I
Know"("God Keeps Me Saved") last
in a three part series with scripture
from John 3:16 at the 11 a.m. worship service. The Rev. James Tacker
will speak at the 6 p.m. worship service while Rev. and Mrs. McWherter
leave for a week in Branson, Mo.
Goshen United Methodist: The
Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will
speak about "Easter in November"
with scripture from Luke 20:27-28 at

the 9 a.m. worship service. Lay a.m.
assistant will be Steve Sexton with
Locust Grove Baptist: The Rev.
Todd Sexton and Angela Halkias as Jeffery Elliott, pastor, will speak
ushers. Agnes Watson will be in about "The Fall of Man," Part 2, with
charge of children's church. Sunday scripture from Genesis 3 at the 11
School will be at 10 a.m. The non- a.m.. worship service, and about
traditional worship and praise serv- "Islam Doctrine and History" at the 6
ice will be at 11 a.m. with Ronnie p.m. worship service. The youth will
Hutson as speaker. Music will be practrice the Christmas cantata at 6
directed by Danna Parker, Tina p.m. in the fellowship hall. For
Sexton, April Arnold and Renee Wednesday evening service, the
adults will meet in the sanctuary, the
Doyle.
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr. Todd children for TeamKids in the fellowBuck, pastor, will speak at the 10 ship hall and the youth meet for
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Bible Study.
Ray Hays, music director, will lead
Glendale Rd. Church of Christ:
the music. Sunday School will be at Jimmy Allen, gospel meeting speak9 a.m. and Discipleship Training at 5 er, will speak at the 9 and 10 a.m.
p.m. The adult choir will meet after and 6 p.m. worship services. He will
the evening service. For information also speak at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.,
call 753-7321 or 436-2204.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Good Shepherd U. Methodist: A luncheon for class members will
Jim Moore from First United be Monday through Wednesday and
Methodist Church will speak at the a church-wide dessert potluck will
11 a.m. worship service. Diana follow the Wednesday service at 7
Tatlock is choir director and Betty p.m. Curtis Damall will direct the
Poole and Ginny Shropshire are song services. John Dale is pulpit
accompanists. The new hymn for minister, Alan Martin is outreach
the month will be "We Gather minister, Garry Evans is involvement
Together." Sunday School will be at minister, and Nick Hutchens is youth
minister. A short worship service will
10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist: be at 5 a.m. and Bible Classes at 10
Jim Moore from First United a.m.
Grace Baptist: The Rev. Sammy
Methodist Church will speak at the 9
Ralph Cunningham, pastor, will speak at
a.m. worship service.
Robertson is choir director and the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
Carmaleta Eldridge is pianist. The services. John Wood will direct the
choir will sing "Church in the music with Oneida White as accomWildwood" and the new hymn for the panist. The choir will sing "How Long
month will be "Freely, Freely." Has It Been" at the morning hour
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and "I Love to Tell the Story" at the
Tuesday Bible Study will be at 9 a.m. evening hour. Brent Manning will be
Coldwater Church of Christ: deacon of the week. Jason Carroll is
Richard Guill, minister, will speak minister of youth. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m. and Church-Wide
about "God's Letter To Antioch" with
scripture from Acts 15:22-31 at the Singing at 5:30 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist: The
10:15 a.m. worship service and about
"Jonah — The Pouting Preacher" church will be observing Veteran's
with scripture from Jonah 3:10, 4:5 Day with a celebration during the
at the 6 p.m. worship service. Kevin morning services. In a one day
conjunction
with
revival
in
Smith will be song leader.
Immanuel Lutheran: The Rev. "Crossover the Purchase" and the
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will speak Kentucky Baptist Convention, Royce
about "God's Kingdom is Within You" Dukes, guest speaker, will speak
with scripture from Luke 17:20-30 at about "How to Obey God" with scripthe 10:30 a.m. worship service for ture from James 1:22-25 at the 8:45
the All Saints Sunday. Sunday a.m. service, about "The Cross of
School and Adult Bible Class will be Christ" with scripture from John
10:16-30 at the 11 a.m. worship
at 9 a.m. and a social Hour at 9:45

a "Understanding Our
Muslim Neighbors"
by Dr. Evertt Huffard
Dean, Harding University Graduate School of
Religion, Memphis, Tenn. Dr. Huffard lived in the
Middle East for nine years with a research specialty
in Christian-Muslim Relations
Join Us For This Informative Presentation

6 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 11

UNIVERSITY
CHURCH OF CHRIST

*3.99
Includes rice & beans

Worship service will be Wednesday
at 7 p.m.
Higher Praise Worship Center:
Pastor E.F. Clere will speak at the
10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Todd Clere will be praise and
worship leader.
St. John's Episcopal: Rev.
Carolyn West, vicar, will conduct the
Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m.
on Sunday and at 5:15 p.m.
Wednesday. Sunday School will be
at 9:15 a.m.
New Providence Baptist: The
Rev. Bobby Joe Edmonson, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Northside Baptist: The Rev.
Brett Miles, pastor, will speak at the
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
Max McGinnis is song leader with
Joy Young and Janeann Turner as
accompanists. Sunday School will
be at 9 a.m.
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist:
Pastor Brenda Greer will speak at
the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Hazel Baptist: The Rev. Tim
Cole, pastor, will speak at 10:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m. worship services.
Gene Orr Miller will direct the music
with Gwyn Key and Rhonda Lamb
as accompanists.
Greater Hope Baptist: The Rev.
W.E. Cheaney, pastor, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service with
Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.
Russell C. United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbritton, pastor, will
speak at 9:30 a.m. worship service
Sunday and at 7 p.m. service
Wednesday. Red Woods is songleader with Margie Charlton as
pianist. Sunday School will be at 11
a.m. and Wednesday service at 7
p.m.
Apostolic Pentecostal: Dale
Mewman will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 5 p.m. worship services at the
church at 513C South 12th St.,
Murray. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. For information call cell phone
994-3074.
Bethel Fellowship: The Rev.
Shelby Underhill, pastor, will speak
at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services.

Glendale Road
Church of Christ
1101 Glendale Rd.
Murray, KY
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TAW JOHN'S
CHIMI PLATTER

service and about "Dry Bones" with Thanks" and the sanctuary choir with
scripture from Ezekel 37:/-10 at the Rhonda Roberts as soloist, will sing
7 p.m. worship service. Ryker "It Took a Lamb" at the 10:45 a.m.
Wilson, minister of music, will lead service and Eleanor Mills will sing
the music with Susan Reynolds, "He Never Failed Me Yet" at the 6
Hazel Brandon, Jennifer Wilson, p.m. service. Boyd Smith is minister
Anita Bradley and Carol Kelly as of students. Sunday School will be at
accompanists. Sunday School will 9:30 a.m.
be at 10 a.m. and Discipleship
First Christian: The Rev. William
Training at 6 p.m.
C. Horner, minister, will speak about
First Presbyterian: The Rev. "Power to Remember, Freedom to
David M. Montgomery, co-pastor, Forget" with scripture from Isaiah
will speak about "When Salvation 51:1-3 at the 10:15 a.m. worship
Comes" with scripture from Luke service. Mark Dycus is choir director
19:1-10 at the 10:45 a.m, worship with Angie Thome as organist. The
service. Margaret Boone is choir chancel choir will sing "What a
director and Mandie Greene is Friend We Have In Jesus." Worship
organist. The choir will sing "God is leader will be Gerald Claywell and
My Strong Salvation." Melanie the Rev. Homer will have the chilRodgers will be liturgist. Assisting dren's sermon. Meg Henry and Anna
will be Jerry and Ann Stanley and Hutchison will be acolytes. Assisting
Lynn Stanley. Sunday School will be will be Dave Eldredge, Walt
at 9:30 a.m., Youth fund-raising Apperson, Terry Hart, Vickie Homer,
luncheon at noon, Youth Group Denny Lane, Rebecca Landolt and
hayride at 3:30 p.m., Korean worship June VanderMolen. Erica Cheatham
service at 4 p.m., and Contemporary is youth director. Sunday School will
Worship at 7 p.m.
be at 9 a.m., Board meeting at 11:30
Westside Baptist: Keith Inman, a.m., Sixth Grade Group at 4 p.m.
director of collegiate ministries of and Youth Group at 5 p.m.
Kentucky Baptist Convention, will
First United Methodist: The
speak at the 10:30 a.m. and the 6 Rev. Larry Daniel, senior pastor, will
p.m. worship services. Tommy Scott speak about "Stepping Out" with
is minister of music. The adult choir scripture from Matthew 16:26-30 at
will sing "Singing with the Saints" at the 11 a.m. worship service. Becky
the morning hour and the preschool Sanchez is liturgist. Dr. Pamela
choirs will sing at the evening hour. Wurgler is minister of music with
Lisa Whitt, minister of children, will Joan Bowker as organist. The choir
have the children's sermon. Also will sing "The Lord Be Near Us."
assisting will be Danny Richerson Dway ne Sutton will have children's
and Larry Dickerson. Jeremy Hudgin moments. Acolytes will be Bradley
is minister of students. Sunday Black and John Quertermous.
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
First Baptist: Dan Garland, Methodist:
The
Rev.
Jack
evangelism director of Kentucky Dickerson, pastor, will speak at the
worship service.
Baptist convention, will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
10:45 a.m. worship service, and Dr. Assisting will be Shellie Wilson and
Bill Whitaker, president of Clear Addie Erwin, acolytes; Darrel and
Creek Baptist Bible College and for- Diane Clark, greeters; Clarkie
mer pastor, wills peak at 6 p.m. wor- Butterworth, children's time; Mitch
ship service. Assisting will be Dr. Jackson, Brian McClard, Darren
Wendell Ray, pastor, the Rev. Terry Clark and Kyle Erwin, ushers.
Garvin, associate pastor, James Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Rogers and Randy Cunningham. and Youth fish fry and barbecue from
Joetta Kelly, preschool/children's 5 to 7 p.m.
minister, will have the children's serSt. Leo Catholic: Fr. Ray Goetz,
mon. Mike Crook is minister of music pastor, will conduct masses at 5:15
with Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray p.m. Saturday and at 8 and 11 a.m.
as accompanists. The young musi- on Sunday.
New Life Christian Center:
cians Choir will sing "1 will Give

ANNOUNCE YOUR NEWS EVENT.
CALL 753-1916

NESSEN
Vent Free Gas Logs

GOSPEL MEETING
NOVEMBER 11-14
Speaker - Jimmy Allen
Sunday 9:00 a.m. Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Mon.-Wed. Bible Class 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(Lunch Provided For Class Members)

440110

Heat with Personality.

'

Tekteet

gito

rilLSRAu
SUPPLY COMPANY
_ 200-206 East Main • 753-3361

Calloway County's Exclusive Monesson Dealer

Evening Services
Monday - Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FOR TRANSPORTATION OR FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (270) 753-3714
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FOOTBALL
Murray State vs. UT-Martin
Saturday, Nov. 10 • 1:30 p.m. • Murray, Ky.

THE MCCORKLE FILF

THE PANNUNZIO FILE

PANNUNZIO

Joe Pannunzio

Sam McCorkle

Coaching Record: 9-10, 2nd year at Murray State
Career Record: 9-10, 2nd season.
College: University of Southern Colorado (1982)
Coaching Career: Murray State, head coach (2000present). Auburn, tight ends/special teams (1994-98); Minnesota, tight ends/special teams (1992-94);
Texas Chritian, tight ends/special teams (1990-92); Mesa College, offensive coordinator/0Bs/WRs
(1987-90. 1982-85). Kansas, tight ends/special
teams (1985-87) and Southern Colorado, wide
receivers (1982).

Coaching Record: 3-17. 2nd year at TennesseeMartin
Career Record: N/A
College: B S. Degree. Livingston University (1973),
M.E. Degree, Livingston University (1974).
Coaching Career: UT-Martin, head coach (2000present), offensive coordinator. Mississippi Delta CC
(1997-99); Tate (Fla.) HS. head coach (1994-96);
Austin Peay. defensive coordinator, assistant coach
(1992-93). Kentucky, recruiting coordinator (199192); Livingston University. head coach (1985-90).

In Focus

The Series
Saturday's matchup will be the 38th meeting
between the Racers and Skyhawks. Murray State
holds a 27-9-1 edge in the all-time series.
• MSU has won the last eight games against
Tennessee-Martin. The Skyhawks' last win came in
1992. a 13-7 victory at Skyhawk Stadium in Martin,
Tenn.
• In games played in Murray, the Racers hold a 144-1 lead. MSU's last home loss to UT-Martin came in
the 1988 season opener when the then-Pacers posted a 32-24 triumph at Stewart Stadium.

OVC Standings
Eastern III.
Eastern Ky.
Tenn. State
Tenn. Tech
Murray State
Southeast Mo.
Tenn.-Martin

Overall
7-1
6-2
7-1
5-3
3-5
3-7
1-8

OVC
5-0
4-1
3-1
2-2
1-3
1-5
0-4

MSU Schedule
Sept. 1
L, 49-14
@ Ole Miss
Sept. 8
Illinois State
W, 32-17
Sept. 15 N. Alabama
Cancelled
Sept. 22 Southern III.
W, 24-20
Oct. 6
@ Tenn. Tech
L, 15-12
Oct. 13
L, 21-13
Eastern Ky.
Oct. 20 •SEMO
W, 45-35
Oct. 27
@ Minnesota
L, 66-10
Nov. 3
CP Tenn. State L, 38-25
Nov. 10
1:30 p.m.
UT-Martin
Nov. 17
CD Eastern III. 2:30 p.m.

OFF
ress Care Se
Free 'Micro-Tunes" Radio
Purchase a professionally installed
oil change using any Valvoline®
Motor Oil and receive a
"Micro-Tunes" Radio for Free.
Offer end I 114101

We Feature

Express

Alr

NI CHOICE OF
TOP MECHANICS
102 S. 12th

St.• 759-3278 • Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

McCorkle

OL• Jr.
6-3•265
Murray, Ky.
Former Murray High offensive lineman Alan Chase will return to Murray as
a member of the Tennessee-Martin football team when the Skyhawks take on the
Racers Saturday afternoon at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Chase, the grandson of former Murray
State baseball coach Johnny Reagan, is
listed as a center on the Skyhawks' offensive line.
As a sophomore, Chase started all 11
games for the Skyhawks during a 2-9
campaign in 2000. This season, he has
shared time at center with Jason
Underwood.
A two-time All-Western Kentucky
selection at MHS, Chase helped the
Tigers to a Class A First Region championship in 1997, which included a 7-0 victory over rival Mayfield in Round 3 of the
state playoffs.

LOCAL HERO...Former Murray High standout Alan Chase
returns to Murray as a member of the UTM football team.

The Matchu

Racers vs. Skyhawks
Murray State
Murray, Ky.
Location
9.121
Enrollment
Stewart Stadium (16,800)
Stadium
Ohio Valley
Conference
12
Starters Returning
21.8
Points Per Game
393.3
Yards Per Game
226.4
Passing Yards Per Game
166.9
Rushing Yards Per Game
32.6 .
Points Allowed Per Game
413.1
Yards Allowed Per Game
215.1.
Passing Yards Allowed Per Game
198.0
RUshig Yards Allowed Per GaMe' -

Ox

MERCURY
LINCOLN

RACERS

% Parker Ford
Sweatshirts • Caps • T-Shirts
Lincoln-Mercury 41,
° Curris Center, 2nd Floor
•
Murray State University

Racers wounded following TSU
Following a very physical contest at
Tennessee State last weekend, the Racers could
be without two key starters for this week's game
against Tennessee-Martin.
Center Josh Foster and wide receiver Michael
Slater each left the TSU game with injuries and
did not return.
Foster, a junior two-yeaer starter, injured his
kneee in the first half and will not play 'against
the Skyhawks.
Slater, a senior who leads the team in receiving with 600 yards on 42 catches, twisted his
knee on the game's final drive and is doubtful for
Saturday.

Racers looking for .500 record
Murray State needs a win on Saturday to keep
its hopes alive for a .500 record, and to avoid the
program's first losing season since 1994.
Former head coach Houston Nutt went 5-6 in
'94 — his second season at the Racer helm.
The next season, however, MSU broke a
string of five straight losing seasons with an 1 1 1 record. The Racers haven't had a losing record
since.
• The Racers are just 1-1 at home this season
after having one home contest (North Alabama)
canceled because of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
on the USA.
Murray will also try to avoid a losing home
season for the first time since I994's 1-4 effort at
t
Stewart Stadium.

f

EVERY
RACERS

Best
of
Luck
MSU
"

Hours: M-F 8-8, Sat. 9-8, Sun. 1-4

753-5273 • 701 Main Street a ,

UT-Martin
Martin. Tenn.
5,846
Skyhawk (7,500)
Ohio Valley
17
17.1
306.3
92.0
214.3
38.4
.401.1
183.3
217.8

Elsewhere In The OVC (Nov. 10): Tennessee State at Tennessee Tech; Samford at
Eastern Kentucky; Eastern Illinois at Florida Atlantic; Quincy at Southeast Missouri State.

lib .

FORD

Childress passes Cherry
Racer sophomore
quarterback Stewart
Childrpss threw for
308 yards in last
Saturday's 3.8-25 loss
to
Ohio
Valley
Conference
rival
Tennessee State, moving him passed former
MSU signal caller
Mike Cherry on the
school's all-time passing yardage list.
Childress, who has
thrown for 4,726 yards
in just less than two
seasons as_a__Racer. is
now fifth on the alltime list.
The
former
Caldwell County
standout needed just 19 ,Stewart Childress
starts to reach 4,726 while Cherry had 22 starts to
to reach 4,490 career yards.
Childress needs 192 yards to pass Kevin Sisk
and reach No. 4 on MSU's all-time passing list.

Alan Chase

•p,O44• saiiiwtter,
University
•
9oodede
Raceit
x x 70
e4441
,
7/
Bookstore
,
0,

Game Notes

714 N. 12t
Sun.-Thurs. 108

53-7670
a.m.-midnight

I. I, 11 :rll r;TION
Oil Change • Tune-Up • Starter• Brakes • Tfres
U-Haut and Towing
Hwy. 641 South
Owner - Max McCuiston
Mum.
753-9131
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VASDA shocks Racers in exhibition
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
If Thursday's exhibition contest
against VASDA USA was intended as a wake-up call for the Murray State Racers, it couldn't have
come at a better time.
With the season a little more
than a week away, the Racers looked
anything but ready for their Nov.
17 opener, stumbling out of the
gate against VASDA and never
really recovering in a humbling
89-88 loss in front of 1,628 at
the Regional Special Events Center.
Murray, which wrapped up its
preseason schedule with a 1-1
record, was at best lethargic in a
first half that saw it fall behind
by as many as 20 points (50-30),
courtesy of a barrage of 3-pointers from VASDA. The visitors used
their 11-of-21 (52 percent) shooting from behind the arc to build
a 50-37 halftime lead.
"We just didn't come out and
play the type of basketball that
we wanted to play," said Racer
head coach Tevester Anderson."We
came out slow and just couldn't
get anything going ... We definitely didn't play the way we're
capable of playing."
Guard Jay Price led the way
for the VASDA All-Stars in the
first half, scoring 18 of his 20
points on 6-of-12 shooting from
the floor, including a 4-of-6 performance from 3-point range.
According to Anderson, the Racers' defensive mishaps started with
VASDA's penetration to the basket.
"We gave up too much penetration, and we didn't close down
on their 3-point shooters," he
explained. "We have to learn to
recover much better than we did

because we're going to see a lot
of that from other teams this year."
Thursday's final tune-up was in
stark contrast to MSU's exhibition
opener last weekend in which it
blasted the EA Sports All-Stars
111-85.
Senior guard Justin Burdine, who
led Murray with 20 points on 7of-15 shooting, admitted that the
Racers' preseason opener may have
been a little too easy.
"This game was a big contrast
from the other night because we
came out with intensity and we were
focused (against EA Sports)," Burdine noted.
"But (Thursday) we were really slow and we weren't focused.
And the reason for that was because
we were looking at this as just
an exhibition, rather than trying
to get better,"
The Racers bounced back in
the second half, outscoring VASDA
by a 51-39 count — actually taking as much as a three-point lead
(88-85)with just 25 seconds remaining, but a jumper by Price and a
layup from Desmond Walker gave
VASDA the winning margin.
Murray had one opportunity to
pull out a miracle victory with
just over one second to go, but
Antione Whelchel's desperation
layup attempt at the buzzer was
no good.
Whelchel finished with 17 points
on 7-of-17 shooting and grabbed
a team-high 12 rebounds as the
Racers won the battle of the boards
57-32.
However, that performance wasn't enough to satisfy the 6-5, 241pound junior forward.
"We didn't expect this team to
come in here and beat us," said
Whelchel. "We have to use this
game as a wake-up call and get

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

ONE FINAL TUNE-UP...The Murray State Racers played their final exhibition game of the preseason on Thursday night,
falling to visiting VASDA USA 89-88. (Left) Point guard Kevin Paschel defends against a VASDA ballhandler. (Right) Junior
forward James Singleton scores his only field goal of the night in first-half action.
ourselves ready for the first game
... We have to get better defensively. Defense is all about pride,
and we have to have pride to be
successful."
—ar'd Cuthbert
Sophomore fo-rw
Victor and sophomore center Andi
Hornig joined the Racers' doublefigure scorers with 12 and 10

points, respectively. Hornig also
pulled down 11 rebounds.
Murray finished the contest by
shooting 36-of-84 from the field
for 42 percent, which included just
a 4-of-18 effort from 3-point range.
VASDA was 32-of-67 (47 percent).
Anderson experimented with a
variety of lineups, which featured

"I wanted to use this game to
combinations including junior-college transfers Antonio Henderson, learn about my players — to learn
Rashard Harris and James Single- who can play and what combination of players can play well togethton.
er ... We wanted to use these
"I really wasn't concerned with
games to get better."
the score of this game. Winning
The Racers open the 2001-02
this game was not as important season Nov. 17 against West Florias winning a regular college game," da at RSEC.
Anderson claimed.

Players start legal battle to block contraction
NEW YORK (AP) — After 4 1/2 years
of peace, baseball's labor war began anew
when angry players filed
a grievance to stop owners from eliminating two
major league teams.
Management and the
union met for about two
hours Thursday, their
first session since owners voted earlier in the
week to get rid of two
teams next year — with
SELIG
Montreal and Minnesota the front-runners to disappear.
New York Mets pitcher Al Leiter and
Texas pitcher Rick Helling were at the
meeting, along with Detroit Tigers infielders Tony Clark and Damion Easley. The
session took place on the day after the
expiration of the collective bargaining

agreement that had been in place since
March 14, 1997.
Baseball commissioner Bud Selig was
quoted on the sport's Web site as saying
the decision on which teams to eliminate
—
may come soon.
"I honestly believe that we can get
this done by the end of November.- he
was quoted as saying on mlb.com. "Now
after November is over you may come
to me and say: 'What happened?' But I
think that is a realistic goal."
In Washington, Sens. Paul Wellstone
and Mark Dayton, both Democrats from
Minnesota, asked President Bush to support legislation that would rescind baseball's antitrust exemption.
Wellstone and Rep. John Conyers, the
ranking Democrat on the House Judiciary Committee, said they will introduce
legislation next week to revoke the exemp-

tion.
"Without your support, we believe it
will be extremely difficult to move this
legislation forward," Wellstone and Dayton wrote to Bush, the former controlling
owner of the Texas Rangers. White House
officials did not return calls seeking comment.
Players and owners declined comment
on the talks, but details were confirmed
by officials on both sides who spoke on
the condition they not be identified.
In the grievance, filed Wednesday just
hours before the labor contract ran out,
the union claimed owners violated the
agreement Tuesday by unilaterally deciding to cut from 30 to 28 teams next season. If the sides, don't settle, the grievance would be decided by Shyam Das,
baseball's permanent arbitrator.
Management lawyers maintained own-

FT,
Nutt, Arkansas face good passing game
urnE ROCK (AP) — The

statistical box on
page six of Central Florida's football release is
an attention getter.
At the top of list of career pass completions,
career passing yardage and career touchdowns is
Daunte Culpepper, now the starting quarterback
for the Minnesota Vikings. Culpepper played for
the Golden Knights from 1995-98 and was the
11th player picked in the NFL draft.
No. 5 on all three lists is sophomore Ryan
Schneider, who could move up a notch in a couple of categories when Central Florida (5-4) plays
Arkansas (5-3, 3-3 SEC) on Saturday in Fayetteville.
"Their quarterback is very established." said
Arkansas coach Houston Nutt. "He knows what

he's doing. He is a super athlete."
With Schneider doing the throwing, the Golden Knights are No. 9 in the country in passing
offense, averaging 313 yards per game.
He has completed 172-of-298 for 2,431 yards
with 13 touchdown passes and eight interceptions.
Protecting him is a must against the Razorbacks, said UCF coach Mike Kruczek.
"They have the ability to make the running
game look poor and we have to be smart in how
we call the game," Kruczek said. "The critical
thing is keeping the defense off the field as much
as possible. The way they run the ball, I want as
little punishment for our guys as possible."
The Razorbacks are favored by a touchdown
and kickoff is I p.m.

FtAke

ers had the right to eliminate teams but
conceded that particulars, such as how to
disperse players on the folded franchises,
must be bargained over.
Management lawyers didn't make any
proposals to the union during the discussion,
which dealt in generalities and not specifics,
and both sides agreed it would be impossible to complete negotiations until the
teams to be eliminated are identified.
In addition to the Expos and Twins,
Florida, Oakland and Tampa Bay also are
possibilities. Montreal has the lowest attendance in the major leagues. Minnesota
owner Carl Pohlad, a close friend of baseball commissioner Bud Selig, wants to
be bought out and would get a much
higher price in a contraction payment
from the remaining 28 teams than he
would from a sale.
Lawyers for owners and players said

they will get back in touch with each
other next week.
In Minneapolis, a hearing scheduled
Thursday on a suit by the Minnesota
Sports Facilities Commission was postponed until next week. Hennepin County District Court Judge Diana Eagon has
issued a temporary restraining order against
the Twins and major league baseball.
The commission sued earlier this week
to compel the Twins to honor their lease
to play in the Metrodome, which runs
through next season.
Conyers, a Michigan Democrat, would
be in line to become chairman of the
Judiciary Committee if Democrats regain
control of the House next year.
"This is like a game of musical chairs
— two teams will be left standing and
their fans will be left out in the cold,"
he said.

Arizona starts season with shocker
NEW YORK(AP)— Lute Olson round of the Coaches vs. Cancer
was about to start his 29th sea- Classic.
The Wildcats, with five freshson as a Division I head coach.
Jason Gardner was getting ready men and a redshirt freshmen on
for his third as Arizona's point the 11-man roster, will play No.
6 Florida in Friday night's chamguard.
What they said to a very young pionship game at Madison Square
group of Wildcats on Thursday Garden.
The Gators advanced by beatnight might not go down in sports
lore with the great pregame talks, ing No. 16 Temple 72-64.
But Florida was expected to
but it worked.
Arizona, with Gardner the only win. The unranked Wildcats were
returning starter from last year's probably the consensus choice to
national runner-up, shocked col- leave New York with two losses.
"Before the game, I told them
lege basketball on the opening
night of the season, beating No. to go out and play as hard as you
2 Maryland 71-67 in the opening can. You're playing against tough

competition and that's all you can
do," Olson said. "If we finished
on top, that would be wonderful
and if not, what else can you do?"
Gardner, the grizzled old junior veteran who applied for the NBA
draft and then withdrew his name,
also spoke to the new guys on
the team.
"I told them to believe in ourselves and enjoy the experience. I
think a lot of them did," he said.
Gardner played all 40 minutes
and finished with 23 points, including a four-point play with 3:17
left that gave the Wildcats the
lead for good.

vocrirISAIJILL.
SENIOR DAY

Murray State University vs. Tennessee Martin
Senior
Josh McKeel

a ur ay, iovemer lu at i:u p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
Ltc../.°t- INViss1IwAllecticama
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RacerReport Widenhofer to
step down as
Women's Soccer
Vandy coach

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. — Six Murray State players earned
All-Ohio Valley Conference honors during the league's awards banquet Thursday preceding the OVC Tournament, which begins today
at Houck Stadium.
MSU (8-8-2), the fourth seed in the tournament, will face conference regulai-season champion and host Southeast Missouri State
(15-1-0) in the semifinals today at 7 p.m.
The winner of that match and today's 4:30 p.m. semifinal between
No. 2 seed Eastern Illinois (12-5-0) and No. 3 Tennessee Tech
(12-6-0) in Sunday's 2 p.m. championship game.
Racers receiving All-OVC recognition during the 2001 season
included a pair of first-teamers, junior defender Jenny Carter and
sophomore midfielder Lindsey Gustafson. Carter helped the MSU

average of 1.73 goals per contest, while Gustafson
was second on the team with six goals and led the squad in assists
with six, ranking seventh in the OVC in that category.
Collecting second-team accolades for Murray were freshman forward Theresa Reedy and sophomore midfielder Emily Schaller.
Reedy paced the Racers and tied for seventh in the league with
eight goals and registered a team-high 21 points — sixth-best in
the conference — by finishing second on the team with five assists.
Schaller tallied five assists to go along with her four goals. which
was MSU's third-best scoring mark.
Receiving All-OVC Honorable Mention were sophomore goalkeeper Karen Fitzharris and freshman midfielder Jamie Roche.
Fitzharris was fourth in the OVC with a 1.23 goals-against average and sixth in the league with 4.31 saves per match while posting a .778 save percentage. Roche scored two goals this season.

defense allow an

Cross Country
Murray State will serrid its entire menis team and two women's
runners to the NCAA Southeast Regional Cross Country Championships Saturday at Furman University in Greenville, S.C.
The Racers are coming off a third-place finish at the OVC
Championships Oct. 27 in Richmond, Ky. MSU will have seven
men's runners in the 36.-team field, led by senior Jeremy Kirk, who
came in ninth at the OVC meet. Also competing are freshman Tim
Bradley, sophomore Jeremy Burkeen, junior Ryan Davis, freshman
Brandon Lancaster, senior James Smith and junior Devin Wilber.
Lady Racer seniors Rebecca Christman and Emily Herndon qualified for regionals after top-12 finishes at the OVC Championships.
The men's 10,000-meter (6.2-mile) race will begin at 9 a.m.
CST while the women's 6,000-meter (3.7-mile) event will start at
10 a.m. The top two teams and the first four individuals in each
race advance to the NCAA National Championships.

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-13-QUE
Almo, KY•753-1934
/'Serving The Best BBC), Ribs, Pork & Chicken'
*Hornestyle Vegetable Plates *Sandwiches *Burgoo
'Pizza 'Salads 'Homemade Desserts & More

SERVING HOURS
Mon & Tues lb a.m -6 p.m., Wed.-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. Closed
Special pick-up orders by appointment on weekends

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Losing and disappointment turned
out to be more than Vanderbilt
coach Woody Widenhofer could
take. But he still has his sense of

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter Aim
Insurance Agency •ifOl
Van Haverstock

Widenhofer is just 4-33 in Southeastern Conference play, and has
just one league victory the past
two seasons.
.He began each of the _last two
humor.
Widenhofer announced Thursday years with hopes of a winning
night at a news conference that record, hut clinched the program's
19th consecutive
he would resign at
losing record with
the end of this
a 71-13 loss to
year, then headFlorida last weeked to his weekly
end, the worst
radio show. Asked
defeat since 1945.
to tell listeners
That pushed him
about his decision
to ask for a meetafter nearly five
ing earlier this
years as head
week with chancoach and two
cellor
Gordon
more years as
Gee, vice chandefensive coordiWOODY WIDENHOFER
David
cellor
nator, he had a
Williams and athletic director Todd
quick joke.
"I've changed my mind," he said. Turner.
He asked them to buy out a
Widenhofer, 58, is 15-37 with
the Commodores, and said at the contract that had been extended
news conference it was in "every- at the end of 1999 through the
one's best interest" for him to 2005 season, a deal that reportresign: He tried to— read—a— Ott-- edly had a base contract of$350,000
pared statement but stopped him- per year.
"I've not done a great job as
self and spoke off the cuff, talking about his love for Vanderbilt coach," he said.
Vanderbilt has to search for its
and Nashville.
third coach in 10 years. Widen"I'm not a quitter," he said.
"You can only get beaten up hofer succeeded Rod Dowhower,
so often and get beaten so many who replaced Gerry DiNardo.

Representing

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
NATIONAL FOO TBALL LEAGUE

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Pct.
Pct.
4
.571
.714 :Ptuladelorua
4
4 0
.500
625
N.Y. Giants
Washington
3
5 0
375
571
2
5 0
286
Arizona
500
.143
Dallas
2
5 0
286
Central
Pct.
W
L
T
Pct.
857
.714
Chicago
6
1
0
714
Green Bay
5
2 0
.625
Minnesota
429
571
3
4 0
571
Tampa Bay
3
4 0
429
Detroit
.000
429
0
7 0
Walt
286
W
L
T
Pat.
St. LOWS
6
1
0
.857
Pct.
San Francisco
5
2 0
.714
Oakland
1
0
6
.857
.571
5
New Orleans
4
3 0
San Diego
3 0
.625
4 0
.429
Denver
4
500
Atlanta
3
4 0
Carolina
1
7 0
Seattle
3
4 0
.125
429
Kansas City
2
250
6 0
Sunday, Nov. 18
Sunday's Games
Atlanta at Green Bay, noon
Dallas at Atlanta, noon
Cleveland at Baltimore, noon
Miami at Indianapolis, noon
Indianapolis at New Orleans, noon
Carolina at St. 'Louis. noon
New York Jets at Miami, noon
Green Bay at Chicago, noon
Philadelphia at Dallas, noon
Kansas City at N.Y. Jets, noon
San Francisco at Carolina, noon
Buffalo at New England, noon
Tampa Bay at Detroit, noon
Seattle at Buffalo, noon
Tennessee at Cincinnati, noon
Cincinnati at Jacksonville, noon
San Diego at Oakland, 3:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Cleveland, noon
Jacksonville at Pittsburgh, 3:05 p.m.
San Diego at Denver. 3:05 p.m.
N.Y. Giants at Arizona, 3:15 p.m.
Chicago at Tampa Bay, 3:15 p.m. .
New Orleans at San Francisco, 3:15 p.m.
Detroit at Arizona. 3:15 p.m.
Washington at Denver. 3:15 p.m.
Minnesota at Philadelphia, 3:1'5 p.m.
St. Louis at New England, 7:30 p.m.
Oakland at Seattle, 7:30 p.m.
OPEN: Kansas City
OPEN: Washington
Monday, Nov. 19
Monday's Game
New York Giants at Minnesota, 8 p.m.
Baltimore at Tennessee, 8 p.m.

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Miami
5
2 0
N Y Jets
5
3 0
Indianapolis
4
3 0
4 0
New England
4
Buffalo
1
6 0
Central
W
L
Pittsburgh
5
2 0
5
3 0
Baltimore
Cincinnati
4
3 0
Cleveland
3 0
4
3
4 0
Tennessee
Jacksonville
2
5 0
West

Louisville leading Hornets suitor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Charlotte Hornets co-owner Ray
Wooldridge said Thursday that
Louisville is the leading candidate to land the NBA franchise.
Wooldridge met Thursday with
Louisville Mayor Dave Armstrong
and business leaders to discuss a
financing plan for a downtown
arena, possible arena sites and
potential corporate sponsors. It
was Wooldridge's third visit to
Louisville since mid-September.
Louisville failed in bids to lure
the Houston Rockets and Vancouver
Grizzlies. Wooldridge has talked
with officials in St. Louis and
Norfolk, Va., but said Louisville's
past experience makes it the frontrunner.

"Louisville is definitely ahead
and has a very significant lead
over other cities because of the
time the city has devoted to this
program in the past," Wooldridge
said. "The support you have at
the state level, the city and county level, plus the great basketball
culture here, I think it's going to
be' an outstanding success."
The Hornets want to leave Charlotte, where Wooldridge says the
team has lost millions playing in
the antiquated Charlotte Coliseum.
The team's lease there expires after
this season, and Charlotte voters
defeated a referendum in June that
included funds for a new arena.
Armstrong said he would
announce Louisville's arena financing plan by early December. He
said he would present it to the'
city's board of aldermen before
unveiling it to the public.
"There are details that have not
been hammered out yet," Armstrong
said Thursday.

In March, the city presented an
arena financing plan to the Grizzlies that would have called for a
special tax district and money from
the city and state to pay for its
construction. It also included a
$100 million payment to team
owner Michael Heisley from
Louipille-based Tricon Global, the
parAt company of KFC, for naming rights.
The team would have been called
the Kentucky Colonels, and the
arena called the KFC Bucket, but
H,eisley rejected the deal and moved
the Grizzlies to Memphis, Tenn.
Wooldridge said the Hornets
want to decide by Jan. 1 where
they'll play in 2002-03. The franchise has until March 1 to apply
for relocation with the NBA.
"We're very encouraged. It's
obvious that Louisville can support a team," Wooldridge said.
"It's an excellent opportunity for
this city and an excellent opportunity for an NBA team."

Wooldridge also toured Rupp
Arena in Lexington, home of the
Kentucky Wildcats, during his twoday visit. Until their arena is built
in Louisville, the Hornets want to
use Rupp as an alternate site for
games when Freedom Hall, home
of the University of Louisville's
basketball teams, is occupied.
University of Louisville coach
Rick Pitino has said he would not
favor sharing an arena with an
NBA franchise. The former coach
and president of the Boston Celtics
said last week an NBA team would
compete with his program for fan
support,and at least one team would
suffer financially.
Wooldridge disagreed.
"I have no concerns at all,"
Wooldridge said. "I don't know if
I view (the University of Louisville)
as competition. Louisville would
not be selected if it were not
viewed as one capable of handling an NBA team and other venues of entertainment."
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MOVING!
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Dan Aykroyd loves power and speed when he
hits the open road. And when he goes online to check out dub

First Month
Service & Cable
Modem Rental

FREE Installation
(over

$120 savings)

news or send snapshots to his biker buddies, what does he want7 Power and
speed, of course

And that's exactly what you get with Charter Pipeline- high-
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Cornmuntrar/ons Inc

Large Selection of Lawn &
Garden Equipment

25% Off
Unvented Heating Systems remain 25% Off
•Troy-bilt •Husqvarna

*We will still special order merchandise at regular price during sale.

or visit us at www.chartencom

an additional phone line, a savings of up to $300 a year With Charter's most
advanced digital platform access is faster and better What more could you want->

STOREWIDE

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
HARDWARE DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 - 5:00, Sat. 7:30 - 3:00
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LBL announces late fall/winter recreation schedule
GOLDEN POND, Ky.
Visitor facilities at Land Between
The'Lakes National Recreation
Area will begin their late fall and
winter operation schedules.
The Homeplace and Woodlands
Nature Station will be open
Wednesday - Saturday, from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. during the month of

November. The following facilities
will close for Thanksgiving Day
and the months of December,
January, and February: The
Homeplace, Nature Station, North
Welcome Station, and South
Welcome Station. The Nature
Station, however, will offer its
winter birding programs, including
the popular Bald Eagle Tours.

of
exceptions
the
The Golden Pond Planetarium (with
will close November 26 - Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New
December 2. It will offer the holi- Year's Day).
While the developed campday favorite "'Tis the Season"
from December 3-20. After this grounds at Hillman Ferry, Piney,
holiday program, the Planetarium and Energy Lake will be closed,
will close for the remainder of the campers will find all six fee lake
season. The Elk & Bison Prairie access campgrounds and all backremains open year-round, as well country areas open throughout the
as the Golden Pond Visitor Center winter LBL's special use facilities,

and
Campground
Wranglers
Turkey Bay OHV Area, as well as
the hiking and biking trails, will
also be open all season. At
Wranglers Campground, J Bar
Stables will lead trail rides on a
reservation-only basis. For reservations or additional information
On guided trail rides, call 270-8326513.

Till December 31

Researchers hope to find use for Cold War baby teeth
ST. LOUIS (AP) — About
85,000 baby teeth collected from
1959 to 1970 and only discovered
recently could help pinpoint
whether fallout from Cold War
nuclear bomb tests caused cancer
and other health problems years
later, researchers say.
The teeth from the St. Louis
Baby Tooth Survey determined that
children were absorbing radioactive
fallout from nuclear bomb tests by
the United States and the Soviet
Union. The study received international attention and helped persuade
the nation to adopt a 1963 treaty
banning atmospheric bomb tests.
The teeth were found in May in
hundreds of boxes by Washington
University officials cleaning out a
school bunker where they'd been
stored since the,1970s. They were in
small envelopes fastened by rusty
paper clips to cards with details
about the children who gave the
teeth to science instead of the tooth

fairy.
"We flipped out when we heard
about the 85,000 teeth," Joseph
Mangano, national coordinator with
nonprofit
independent,
the
Radiation and Public Health Project
research group, told the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch for a story Friday. "It
was like an early Christmas present."
Now, researchers in New York
are hoping to find the owners of the
teeth and determine whether they've
experienced health problems, such
as thyroid cancer, in the decades
since.
Mangano wants anyone born and
living in St. Louis from the late
1940s through the 1960s — especially if they believe they submitted
teeth — to contact his group. If
matched with any of the baby teeth,
the person would be mailed a health
questionnaire.
"I see no reason not to join in a
study like that, to be part of history,"

said Eric Pickles, given that his is
include among the baby teeth.
Pickles, 43, said he hasn't had health
problems.
After World War II, the U.S. government set off about 100 nuclear
bombs in aboveground tests in the
West. Public concern about radioactive fallout rose as scientists began
to find it in the environment and
milk supply downwind from the
explosions.
The survey, which began in late
1958, became so well-known that
letters addressed simply "Tooth
Fairy, St. Louis" got to the committee's office. By the time it ended in
1970, the project had collected nearly 300,000 baby teeth, mostly within a 150-mile radius of St. Louis.
All seemed forgotten until this
spring, when the teeth were found.
The new study has no funding.
The study's results will be published
in peer-reviewed medical journals,
Mangano said.

CALL

School
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I.unch Menu
PPEN
Sponsored each week by

Parker-Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.
753-5273
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the city and county schools for the
week of Nov. 12 through Nov. 16 have been released by Judy Clark and
Janice McCuiston, food service directors of Murray City Schools and
Calloway County Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary - Breakfast - (Toast, cereal, Juice and milk are available
daily) Monday - Power bar; Tuesday - Honey bun; Wednesday - pancakes and
sausage on a stick; Thursday - blueberry muffin; Friday - Poptarts. Lunch
(Vegetables, assortment of fresh and canned fruit, juice and milk available daily):
Monday - cheeseburger, Sloppy Joe sandwich; Tuesday - pizza, chef's salad
with crackers; Wednesday - Thanksgiving dinner - turkey and dressing, creamed
potatoes, green peas, rolls, dessert, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday
- corn dog, fish sandwich with cheese; Friday - pizza, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich.
Murray Middle - Breakfast (Toast, cereal, juice and milk are available daily):
Monday - blueberry muffin. Tuesday - breakfast pizza; Wednesday - Poptarts;
Thursday - Honey bun; Friday - pancake and sausage on a stick. Lunch (vegetables, fruit, milk, ice cream, bottled water and fruit roll-ups available daily):
hamMonday - chicken sandwich, pizza; Tuesday - com dog, burnto with salsa,
burger, Wednesday - barbeque sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich, pizza;
Thursday - Thanksgiving dinner - turkey and dressing, baked ham, creamed
dog,
potatoes, green beans, chocolate pudding, dessert; Friday - foot long hot
fish sandwich with cheese, pizza.
Murray High - Breakfast (Toast, cereal, juice and milk are available daily):
Monday - tumover; Tuesday - pancake and sausage on a stick; Wednesday
blueberry muffin; Thursday - sausage and biscuit: Friday - Honey bun. Lunch
(Hamburgers, cheeseburgers, pizza, fruit, vegetables, milk, ice cream, snack
burritoes,
crackers, cookies and canned fruit drinks available daily): Monday salad;
chef
sandwich,
Chuckwagon
Tuesday
sandwich;
cheese
and
turkey
Wednesday - ham and cheese sub, tuna salad plate; Thursday - breaded chickdressing,
en sandwich, grilled cheese; Friday - Thanksgiving buffet - turkey and
desserts,
baked ham,creamed potatoes, green beans, whole kernel corn, gelatin,
rolls.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
hash
Preschool - Breakfast (Milk is served daily): Monday - scrambled eggs,
breakfast
browns, toast; Tuesday - cereal, toast, orange wedges. Wednesday is served
pizza, fruit juice, Thursday - cheese toast, baked apples. Lunch (Milk
daily): Monday - chicken fajita, pinto beans, lettuce, tomato. salsa; Tuesday
and
crispy steak fingers, potato wedges, peaches, roll; Wednesday - turkey
dressing with gravy, sweet potatoes, cole slaw, cranberry sauce, roll; Thursday.
fruit
grilled chicken on bun, steamed broccoli with cheese sauce, baked apples,
fluff.
East, North, Southwest - Breakfast (Cereal, toast, muffin, fruit juice and milk
are available daily). Monday - scrambled eggs, bacon and toast; Tuesday - pancakes and syrup with sausage links: Wednesday - yogurt with muffin; Thursday
- biscuit with sausage; Friday - cinnamon raisin biscuit. Lunch (Vegetables, fruit,
chef salads and milk are available daily): Monday - chicken and noodles with roll,
hot ham and cheese on bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Tuesday - pizza,
gnlled chicken on bun. gnlled cheese sandwich; Wednesday - scrambled eggs,
sausage and biscuit, submarine, peanut butter and Jelly sandwich; Thursday turkey and dressing with roll. BBQ on bun, grilled cheese sandwich; Friday - taco
salad with Mexican cornbread, turkey club, peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Calloway Middle - Breakfast (Cereal, toast, fruit juice or fruit, yogurt and milk
are available daily): Monday - steak biscuit; Tuesday - bacon and egg biscuit;
Wednesday - pancake and sausage on a stick with syrup; Thursday - scrambled
eggs, hash browns and toast; Friday - breakfast pizza. Lunch - (Pizza, chef
salad, vegetables, fruit, tea, fruit drinks and milk are available daily): Monday scrambled eggs, sausage and biscuit, hamburger, grilled cheese sandwich, ham
and cheese sandwich; Tuesday • pizzaghetti with Texas toast, BBQ on bun,
peanut butter and jelly sandwich, submarine sandwich; Wednesday - chili
cheese burrito, pig in a blanket, grilled cheese sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich; Thursday - vegetable beef soup with cornbread, hot ham and cheese on
bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, pork roast sandwich; Friday - spaghetti
with meat sauce and Texas toast. Chuckwagon on bun, gnlled cheese sandwich,
submarine sandwich
Calloway High - Breakfast (Cereal, toast, Poptarts, muffins, donuts, fruit juice
and milk are available daily): Monday - steak biscuit; Tuesday - sausage biscuit;
Wednesday - bacon, egg and cheese biscuit; Thursday -biscuit with sausage
gravy; Friday - apple turnover Lunch (Vegetables, fruit. cold sandwiches, peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, fries, chef salads,
pizza, fruit drinks, tea and milk are available daily). Monday - vegetable soup with
grilled cheese sandwich, gnlled chicken on bun; Tuesday - lasagna with Texas
toast, Chuckwagon on bun, Wednesday - chili cheese cnspito, turkey club on
hoagie; Thursday - crispy steak with roll, corn dog; Friday - turkey and dressing
with roll, tuna salad sandwich
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Every

Chrysler,
Plymouth, Dodge
and Jeep Vehicle
Purchased from Peppers
Chrysler, Dodge and Jeep

olida s

Receives a

FREE 7 Year/100,000 Mile
Powertrain Limited Warranty*
The BEST Vehicles, The BEST 5 Star Award
Winning Dealership and Now the BEST Warranty
are All Reasons to Come Home to Peppers NOW
for All Your Transportation Needs.
*Get a copy of Powertrain Limited Warranty at Peppers.

OF MURRAY AND
ALLOWAY COI

(270)753-9500

Facilities will re-open on March
1, 2002, with a vast array of
springtime activities and programs.
A schedule of events, operating
hours, and information on Nature
Station birding programs can be
obtained by calling 270-924-2020.
Visit the LBL website at www.
Ibt.org.

"Whatever It Takes. We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."
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2400 E. Wood St.• Paris. TN
(731)642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

What's Your Bank
Done For You Lately?

SWITCH
NAMES?
Quick, what's the name of your bank? Have trouble remembering?
It's no wonder with all the banks that have sold out
and changed their names! But there's one bank that
doesn't have an identity crisis — The Murray Bank.
We're committed to strong community banking; with

.111.'
0010111
c.0-00010
, Id
.AAf

a solid name that says we're proud to be your
neighbor. If you're tired of all the changes at your
bank, come home to The Murray Bank.

The1)

Murray Bank

WESTERN KENTUCKY

How Banking Should Be

INSURANCE of Murray
AUTO • HOMF • BUSINESS • FARM • UFE

O

753-5842

POW 011.011111
R
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302 N. 12th Street
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Murray

Tony Boyd

Member FDIC

405 South 12th St.•Murray, KY•270-753-5628
www.themurraybank.com
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LINE AIDS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide, 1250 extra for blind box ads
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010
Legals

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

010

Playhouse In The Park
L&N Freight Depot Project
Murray-Calloway County Park

, Glenn W Brandon am
no longer responsible for
----anyodes debits other than
my own

Lost and Found
Separate sealed BIDS for selected renovation at the Playhouse In the Park L8zN
Freight Depot including the following:
Roofing, leveling and shoring deck, replacing damaged wood, painting and underpinning. The Depot is located in the MurrayCalloway County Park off of Arcadia Drive.
The Playhouse In The Park will receive
BIDS at the office of the Murray City Clerk.
City Hall, 207 S. 5th Street, Murray, KY
42071. Please write on the outside of the
sealed bid 'IAN Freight Depot Bid."
A pre-bid meeting is scheduled for
November 26. 2001 at 2:00 p.m. at thi
Freight Depot in the park. All bidders are
encouraged to attend.
Copies of the Scope of Work may be
obtained at the office of the Murray City
Clerk, 207 S. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071
Any questions regarding the project may be
addressed to Bill Whitaker at 270-753-0783
or Don Elias at 762-0309.
The OWNER reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any informality in
the bidding. The project will be awarded
based on the best evaluated bid. No bid shall
be withdrawn for a period of ninety days
subsequent to the opening of bids without
the consent of the OWNER.

Murray-Calloway County Parks
& Recreation Dept. General Fund
Statement of Revenues & Expenditures
For the Year 1 July 2000 - 30 June 2001
REVENUES:
Calloway County Fiscal Court
City of Murray
Community Theater
Contributions/Donations
Interest Income
Picnic Shelter Rental
Pool Admission
Pool Concession
Special Interest Groups
State Money

.102,973.62
90,000.00
4,234.22
12,147.25
1,406.55
1,680.00
31,863.05
11,746.54
46.435.88
150.000.00

TOTAL REVENUE

$452,487.11

DISBURSEMENTS:
528.77
Administration Dues 8z Trairing
21,034.58
Contribution Expense
Capital Improvement State Money 81,932.25
16,190.95
Employee Benefits
40,655.47
Equipment Purchases Major
12,780.00
Insurance
23,778.85
Maintenance
3,058.69
Office Expense
Payroll
108,568.02
Pool Expense
24,138.23
Recreation Programs
8,296.13
Taxes
7,539.61
80,000.00
Transfer
Utilities
15,712.79
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

Barilt Balance 30 .June 2001.
Outstanding Checks
Balance

$39.,239.57
$1,662.07
$37,577.50

$81,085.30
$3,636.83
$3,000.00
$80,000.00
$161,722;13

WilliAm Bailey, Chairman
Murray-Calloway County Park Board
Elizabeth Hudson, Office Manager

PHOTOGRAPHER
Photography by
P Lynn Rogers
16 years service
753-1001

LOST Adult male Bassett
Hound Black, white. &
tan Lost in Lynn Grove
area Please call 435-4696
if found
LOST male yellow Lab
Goes by the name of Hen!Y Call 759-9215
LOST
Female, Blond;
miniature wire haired Dachound North of Hazel ReLo. atd offer 492-8411

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion Any error should be reported immediately
so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 1 p.m.
Wednesday
Tues. 1 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Saturday

060

ViCA

REVIVAL
West Fork
Baptist Church
Sun., Nov. 11 • 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Evangelist Dale Rose
Kingdom Bound Quartet

HIGH ATTENDANCE DAY

West Fork
Baptist Church
Sat., Nov. 10 • 9-11 a.m.
Cross Over Project in Conninction
with KBC
Murray Calloway Hospital Blood
Pressure & Blood Sugar Checks

Oso

WE are currently accepting applications for 3rd
shift manufacturing supervisor and for clerical openings Candidate must possess GED or HS diploma
Contact People Plus Inc
Mayfield
at 270-251-3111
EEOC
SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking applications for crew members for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Murray.
LYNN Grove Housecleaning wanted 3 days week;
5 hours/ day. Hourly wages Send name, phone
number, and references
to PO Box 1040-R. Murray. KY 42071

060
Help Wanted

Murra-Calloway Count\
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northuest Tennessee announces
the following job openings

The Financial Systems Specialist helps manage and
.direct the financial.Administrative software packages
used within Murray-Cal!oway County Hospital and its
affiliates This person helps identify and assist in the resolution of all issues and acts as the liaison between the
end user and the vender when necessary Person should
have excellent communication organizational and team
skills This person should also be a self-motivated person Hospital and Meditech system experience preferred
Minimum two-year degree with 5 years experience or 4
year degree with 2 years experience in general finances
The Clinical Systems Specialist helps manage and
direct the clinical software packages used within Murray- •
Calloway County Hospital and its affiliates This person
helps identify and assist in the resolution of all issues and
acts as the liaison between the end user and the vendor
when necessary Person should have excellent communication, organizational and team skills This person
should also be a self-motivated person Hospital and
Meditech system experience preferred Minimum two
year degree with 5 years experience or 4 year degree
with 2 years experience in clinical systems

For details contact:
Human Resources
(2701762-1106
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Help Wanted

DRIVER TRAINEES
SEEKING IndustrialiCleri
NEEDED NOW!
cal. Call (270) 759-0650 or
Need a great career?
(731) 644-2373.
Werner needs entry-level
SMART MOMS
truCk drivers. No experiWORK FROM HOME
ence necessary. Earn
Mail Order
5700+ per week plus benTHIS ONE WORKS!
efits. No CDL? No Prob1-800-429-7902
lem! CDL training is now
INSURANCE CLERK for
available in your area.
Chiropractic clinic. Experi1-800-242-7364.
ence in insurance relations
IMMEDIATE
Full-time and filling for all types of
opening at Oakwood Stu- insurance desired. to apply
dio. M-F, 9-5. some Satur- call 759-1116.
days. 9-2. Apply in person.
entry
person
Taking apps Friday thur DATA
needed
with
Access
Tuesday Ph. 753-7050.
skills that would be comINSIDE SALES
fortable
using the tele5 Reps needed immediphone to collect/ reately
Guaranteed $300 weekly search information from
pay plus generous bonus a variety of sources. Experience with building
plan
material items and labor
Requirements:
cost is a plus. Also ac*Closing skills
cepting resumes for tele*Excellent voice
phone
salespersons
.3 - 5yrs experience
Call between 8am-9am marketing PowerClaim
only to schedule interview. property adjusting/ estimating software. Haw759-5880
kins Research. Inc. 1304
Chestnut Suite E Murray.
KY 42071 Phone 270753-7001.
OWN a computer?
Put it to work!
up to 5500-$2500;hr.
PT/FT/month
888-689-7989,
24-hr recording
FREE BOOKLET!
www.pcwork4me.com
Hospital. a leader in

H•E•A•L•T•H

MURRAY
CALL(NAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071
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Apartments For Rent

330

Rooms For Rent

340

Houses For Rent

360

Storage Rentals

370

Commercial Property

380

Pets & Supplies

390

Livestock & Supplies

400

Yard Sales

410

Public Sale

425

Land For Rent or Lease

430

Real Estate

435
440

Lake Property
Lots For Sale

445

Lots For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

455

Acreage

460

Homes For Sale

470

Motorcycles & ATV's

480

Auto Parts

485
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490

Used Cars

495

Vans

500

Used Trucks

510

Campers

520
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530
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560

Free Column

150

Help Wanted
ATTENTION
WORK FROM HOME
. Up to
525 00- 575 00/HR PT/FT
MAIL ORDER
(888)649-6905

300

Domestic & Childcare

Notice

West Fork Baptist Church parking lot.

$444,214.34
$29,304.73
$452,487.11
$444,214.34
$37,577.50

Balance 30 June 2000
Receipts
Disbursements
Ending 30 June 2001

I

Legal
Notice

Legals

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

DISNEY Vacation 7 days
6 nights at Ramada Good
for 1 year Sacrifice S1°
270-846-8073

Just Say "Charge It"

DISPLAY ADS
$7.00 Column Inch, 60ef Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Dos Period )
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

e4;

Prime Investment
Beginning 30 June 2000
Interest Added
Transfer to Checking
Transfer from Checking
Balance 30 June 2001

MasterCard

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

ri

010

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

PART-TIME sitter needed
or Eiderly woman. Cal
759-2599 anytime. Serious
offers only

Articles
For Sale

Musical

THINKING about getting a
Dish Network satellite system? Think FREE then call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite for more details or ask
how you can get 100
channels for only $9.00 a
month for one year
759-0901

RESPONSIBLE 15 year
old will do babysitting after
school and on weekends.
Call 759-9215 Have references.
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
TROY built chipper/ vac.
Call Linda 759-9553
Excellent condition $550
WILL do Housecleaning
753-0430
753-3802
OVER 5.000 movies,
DVD, & video games.
100
Starting at $2.95 for sale.
Business
Shop early for Christmas.
Opportunity
Movie World
HOMEWORKERS
753-7670
Needed.
STORAGE Buildings built
5635 weekly processing on site. Lowest price in
mail. Easy! No experience area.. Call 437-4877,
needed
STRAW for sale.
Call 1-888-517-2362
52.00 bale.
Ext 4605 24hrs
759-4718 Night
753-4582. Day
Computers
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD computers $699
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
On 121S.
436-5933.
9a m.-7p m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa, Mastercard.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service_
759.3556

BEGINNERS Violin, like 1100 sq. ft office area with
new. $150. OBO. Please 2 bathrooms in Spruce St.,
call 492-8419.
Industrial Park.
Call 753-5976

1993 16x80, 3br, 2 bath
All appliances included,
APPX 1,500 sq. ft., good
C/H/A, 2 porches Must be
location, heavy traffic.
moved $12,800 474-8583
Rent monthly or long term
FOR sale a 1988 Fair Vis- lease.
ta, 14x72 mobile home, 500 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky
with carport and storage
Call for more info.
building on a 6 tenth acre Daytime 1-877-726-4077
wooded lot at 1211 Lynn after 5pm 901-644-3625.
Lawson Road, Murray, Ky.
Approximately 5.1 miles
northwest of Murray off
Hwy. 121. Priced at
1 & 2 BR in Farmington
$28,000 or best offer.
11 mi. toward Mayfield).
For more information
$295 and up. W/D, applicall 270-767-2265
ances, water, trash pickextension 386.
up, lawn care provided,
Central H/A. No pets.
Ref's req'd. 753-4214 or
345-2748.

Shop At

wwwibevshopping.com
For Great
Online
Shopping

Want to Buy

Appliances

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

AMANA washer & dryer.
Like new. $400; set. 7533370.
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713

150
ArtiCleS
For Sale

16X100 ft Greenhouse to
sale to highest bidder Can
be seen at 500 N 4th St
(270)759-0901
4 5- Reflecting Telescope
for sale $150 759-9647
L.P. Gas Refills
Lowest prices in town.
New 100lb L.P. gas cyl.
$79.95
B&B Brokers
753-4389.
MACHINE quilting
$31.50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
MOVING Sale
RESTAURANT
All things must go,
manager needed.
Allow prices!
Sonic Of Murray is now, .Entertainment Center
take applications .felor.:
*Couches •Futons •
shift managers. Prior
.other small house
restaurant management
equipment
experience
preferred.
270-399-0290
Must be able to work
NEED Christmas Ideas?
days, nights, & weekWe have Afghans with
ends. Pay rate will be dewestern, Rockwell and
pendent on previous
hard to find themes. Nasmanagement experience.
car items, crafts. & more
Apply in person or send
Visit or call Crossland
resume to Sonic Drive-in
Store& Diner. 2.5 miles
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
West on Stateline. 492Ky 42071. No phone
6424
calls please.

KENTUCKY AREA
TRUCK DRIVERS
90% Drop & Hook Operation
Minimum Age +CM Class A +
One Year OTR +
Clean Driving Record =
Good Pay & Benefits!
Most Weekends Home
Bestway Express, Inc.
800-886-7633 EgalE
wvvw.bestwayexpressinc.corn

1400 Hillwood,
$415. per month.
Great for electronics.
Call Century 21.
753-1492

Mobile Homes For Safe

140

CASH paid for good. used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.

Business Rentals

160
Home Furnishings
ANTIQUE love seat and
two matching chairs. Red
velvet excellent condition.
Appraised for $3,000 will
take $2500. Firm. 7536937
FURNITURE Sale
Nearly new sectional sofa
with. 3 recliners and 2 storage units. $1.000. OBO
Blue sectional with 2 recliners. Blue recliner and
blue rocker. Square glass
top table with 4 chairs.
Non smoking home_
753-8413.
PINE table w/4 chairs
S150. 492.8611.

LAWN Mowing Repair
Tiller, Go-carts.
4-wheelers. ect.
Free pickup and delivery
436-2867

WE PAY CASH FOR
FARM EQUIPT
One Piece to entire lot
Tommy Vance
Farm Equip
Buy Sell Trade
Phone 731-641-0197
Cell 731-697-2397
Click on
www1SimmPariceonlinesarn

Fireweed
FIREWOOD Also
service 436-2562

tree

I

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

I

HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 20yrs. experience.
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illinois. 437-3939
RELIANCE Homes, Inc.
4br., 2 bath, living rm, family rm, large kitchen & dinning area. over 1800 sqft.
Delivery & setup, only
$43,875. Call toll free
1-866-767-9442
Offer good thru
Nov. 16th 2001
3BR doublewide on 1'2

CANCELLED

2BR furnished, built in ap
pliances, in Aurora $400.
deposit. $400. a month
plus utilities 270-354-9572.
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
QUIET family park in exclusive residential neighborhood with city police
and fire protection, close
to shopping, hospital and
city transit service. $95 per
month includes city water,
sewer, garbage pickup.
Coach Estates at South
16th and Canterbury.
753-3855.
MOBILE home lot in Aurora, Ky. $85 per month.
No Utilities furnished. Water, electric, propane, gas
available. Call 731-2326140 leave message

1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR duplex log cabin near
lake. Furnished, C/H/A,
water included. $250 per
month. 474-8272.
1BR furnished. no pets
$225/mo.
753-3949
1BR, 1 bath. 11/2 blocks
from MSU. $195. plus
deposit. No pets. References required. Daytime753-3949. ABH- 759-3050.
1BR, 1 bath. 11/2 blocks
MSU. W/D hook up. $250.
plus deposit. No pets. References required Daytime
753-3949. ABH- 759-3050.
2BR Duplex $350. per
month. 759-4406.
2BR duplex & townhouse
all applainces furnished
located on Southwood Dr
753-2062 day
437-4833
nights & weekends
2BR.. 1 1/2 bath. covered
parking, extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
4BR Townhouse
Special rate
Coleman RE
759-4118
EXTRA nice 1br., 1 bath,
central gas H&A, appliances furnished. W&D. 1yr.
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
MOBILE home available
$325 Also rent to own
Coleman RE 759-4118

Hilldale Apt'
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
a (a)
IDR*.IIPARTAIENTS
• Staff on site/24 hr Man • Laundr; FacilitiesiCkan & Roomy with Lpdated
Equip • Playground • Spacious Closet% • Carpet • Frig & Stove Furnished
!(Coming Soon)
• C/14/A • Lovely Landscaged Grounds • On Site Secuno
(270) 437-4113
TDD*)-800-545-1833 ext. 287.
(Xlke Hours • Mon.-Fri. 7:30 am.-4 p.m.

111
4.1r1C

4.110010

After hours appts available or call our
toll free number I -S0(1137-2509, ext. 108

•

400

-100

320
Apartments For Rent

Pets I Supplies

[b0

490
Yard Sales

Yard Sales

Yard Sales
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Offered

Used Cars

Used Cars

I
2BR edge of town washer & dryer $335 Coleman
RE 759-418
3 & 4br,apts avail Diuguid
Drive Coleman RE 7594118
3br house
efficiency
1-2 br apts
C/H/A.near KW.. 753-1252 or 753-0606
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
IBR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts.
1, 2 & 3br apts.
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

AKC miniature Dachshund
short
Red
puppies
haired
$200 270-8530265
AKC Registered Golden
Retriever puppies Great
family pet and wonderful
Christmas gift Ready
12;01 Fot Shets and
wormed Call 753-3222
BOXERS AKC Reg 1
male Fawn & white colored perfect 1 female,
dark fawn perfect Girl
tail's done 1st shots and
270-489-6133
wormed
270-210-0724
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
FREE kittens 759-1699

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

NAMIL mous...6
OF•011111.0141,

State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising
for real estate which is in violation of the law.
All persons are -hereby - informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA
Counsel Rene P. Milam,(703)648-1000.

Rooms For Rent
SIBERIAN Husky AKC
registered. 11 months old.
female, white & gray, blue
eyes $250. 474-8272.

HAY
Mixed grass/clover
Square hales

3BR upstairs den, stove &
Refrigerator
furnished.
$400 per month plus deposit. 753-0076.

901 FAIRLANE Dr. Spacious 3br, 2ba. C/H/A, appliances $650 plus deposit. Lease available Dec.
1st. 489-2741

Size 12 wedding dress, white washed oak
coffee, sofa and eAd table set„ couch,
farm house kitchen table & chairs, dresser with mirror, cherub collectibles,
women's, toddler boy's and infant girl
clothing, maternity clothing, baby items
and toys.

INSIDE
YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE
(5 Party)
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
75 Austin Ct.
(Brandon Place
Subd.)
Johnny Robertson
Rd.
Lots of nice clothes

Temple
641 South
Sat., Nov. 10
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

& shoes up to large,
wide sizes

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

8095 St. Rt. 94
W. 3.7 miles
passed Lynn
Grove, before
Tr -City.

908 S. 16th St.
Sat., Nov. 10th
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Motor home,
children's clothes
& misc.

Sat. 8 a.m.-?
Alot of misc items, including - workout bench water
heater, dishes, girls clothing 8-10

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE SALE
(3 Party)
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. Iii ?
641 N. to Radio
Road, 1st house
on right in
Candlelite Estates
Too much to
mention. Come
see.

311 S. 10th
Fri. & Sat.
8:30-4:00
Something
for
everyone!

ORCHARD grass hay and
wheat straw for sale. $2.00
a bale. 731-498-8006.

ses For Rent

BEAUTIFUL,
excutive
home on 1 acre lot. 4br, 2
bath w/ bonus room. 2 car
garage. Seroius inquiries
only. Available 01/01/02.
270-753-6002
270-210-3458
EAST of Murray, 94E &
1346 area Cute 1br, $295
per/ month plus security
474-2520
EXTREMELY nice manufactured home on private
land. 4br, 2 bath. Back
yard fenced w/deck & 18'
above ground pool, shed.
Almo Area. $450 month
plus security deposit. 7598436. 8am-5pm
leave
message.

802 South 16th
2:00 p.m.
Saturday

7:00 a.m. -

at
Calvary

All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.

LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home. Share
kitchen, & bath. ,70 channel cable plus five premium. All utilities included
except for phone. Walk to
Hospital or down town industry. $55/week plus de
posit of $125. References.
519-0424.

GIGANTIC YARD SALE

$2•00 PCr halc

753-0649

I
i

Ledger g Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916
400

Yard Sales

FURNITURE
SALE
1706
Holiday Dr.
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.
Couch, chair, 2 occa-

sional chairs, bookshelves, drapes. pictures, lamps, quilt,
Christmas Village.
much more.

Storage Rentals

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
-Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
swim
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
REG Shari-Pei (Wrinkle
Dogs) weaned and ready
to go. Wonderful pets. I
black, 1 blue, 1 fawn 7wks
old. 731-247-5909
-Puryear. TN.

YARD SALE
9290 Shady Grove
Road
Thurs.-Sat.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
1.3 mile north of
Hwy. 140 on right.
Christmas items,

collectibles, old
books, antiques.
Beanie Buddies
(Twigs).

YARD SALE
2824 Cypress Rd.
Take Hwy. 121
South to big
Shamrock sign,
follow signs.
Sat. & Sun.
7 a.m. till ?
Angle iron, flat iron.

tools, pipe, motors,
glassware Have to
come to see, won't
believe

writitiCK.11440

SATURDAY ONLY!
121

N. in Coldwater next to
Church of Christ

Christmas decorations, brand new
household items, furniture ‘8. odd
pieces, Norwalk sofa sleeper, some collectables, boy's, girl's, women's &
men's clothes, Everything in very good
shape. Stop & browse!

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop
Has

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
Will make FREE estimates for your
Insurance company.
Request Us If Possible.

DAYS:
753-5273

NIGHTS:
753-6191 • 753-1833
436-8219

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

AUTO LOANS

Real Estate

LEAF & yard clean up
Bushogging
Phone 753-8204
ask for Steve Lamb

Auto dealer will arrange financing
1982 Big Red 200 Excel*Carpets .Furniture
ent condition $1,000
•Emergency water
even if you have been turned down
435-4264
removal
before. Loans available for bank.Free Estimates
1991 CR250 Fresh rerupt, bad credit, no credit. No co•Wrinkle Repair
build excellent condition
'Quick Drying
signers necessary.
Extremely fast $1500 7670557
753-5827.
Call Ruthie or Dennis
(2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles 1999 Harley Soft tail cusMOVING
tom. Low miles Red.
North, Murray. 753-1967.
753-2222
Lamb Brothers
Sharp
bike.
$18,000.
LOTS for sale. Starting at
24 Hours 1-800-992-7334
Cross Country Or Local
$11,000. Price includes OBO. 753-3370.
Licensed & Insured Call
2000
Harley
Davidson
water, septic & driveway.
Luke Lamb Al
Also land home packages. Heritage Softail Classic.
1-800-611-6854
Vans
489-2963
Mats
Offered
270-437-4838
270-753-2555
HONDA 250-X. Motor lust
ROOF
LEAKING?
1993
Mazda
MPV
Rea
rebuilt, race ready. Rentha
AFFORDABLE Electric
Farms For Sale
Call a professional
handle bars, new paint air, 140,xxx 759-9305
-Commercial.
Residential, Commercial
and more. 759-3050 or
•Residential
3800sqft. 2 story log
or Industrial
752-7777
•Remodel
Used Trucks
home-- 13 acres fenced
270-435-4645
•Free Estimates
w/pond-- 60x30 shop
ROY HOLLAND'S
Quality don't cost it pays"
Sport Utility Vehicles
1985 Chev Silverado P.U..
120x50 barn winding
AUTO REPAIR
Dave
Myers
759-2488
LB., Auto. Cruise, Tilt.
arena-- 3 other outbuildAll Types of Auto Repairs
P.W., Cloth Inings-- 6 miles east of Mur- 1996 Jeep Grand Chero- P.S.,
AHART & Culver
306 Industrial Road
ray. Phone (day) 753-1844 kee Laredo. Loaded, terior., Carpet, No body
Septic Installation.
Monday-S,aturday
leather, CD, hwy miles, damage, very good condi- Also top soil and gravel
(night) 753-7687.
7 30am-5pm
V-8 4x4. $5,700. OBO.
tion. 753-4589.
437-4838 or (270)559753-0520
492-8514
1991 Chevy Silverado 4986
Acreage
SUNRISE Landscaping
ALL Carpentry Service
1997 Grand Jeep Chero- 350. Automatic, tilt, cruise,
Fall Lawn Maintenance
From Foundation to
-Aerating
12 acres of land. 436-5064 kee Limited, V-8, 4x4, ev- air. 178,xxx miles. Asking
Finish
ery option, 63K mi., Ext $3,900 759-9417.
*Seeding
16 acres 6 miles north of
18Yrs experience
warranty, black w/gold
71 Chevy pick-up, long
•Fertilize tree, shrubs, and
town on Hopkins Rd 753New Construction.
$14,000. 270-753-3648.
wheel base, 2 owner.
yard
2861
Remodeling. Repairs.
'97 Jeep Cherokee 4x4 60.xxx original miles. 759*Leaf Removal
26.5 Acres_ Hunting time,
Concrete Work
red. 4 door. $8500.00 759- 3050 or 752-7777.
.Mulch
$18,950. Terms. 753-9302
AGC Certified
8003
97 Dodge Ram Ext cab
Call Red at 767-9735
460
435-4272
SUPER 4X4 SUV
sport. 1 owner, 75,xxx
SURE WAY
Homes For Sale
ALL Carpentry,
SUPER SAVINGS!
miles.
Many
extra.
TREE SERVICE
Electrical.
88 Chevy S-10 Tahoe $13,500 OBO. 436-5100
Stump Removal
1601 Kirkwood Dr.
New Const, Home & MoLoaded
99,000 miles. call after 4prn
with full line of
Insured
2br. brick, 1 1/2 bath. Looks & runs like 10 years
bile Home repair. Termite
630
equipment
16x 16 screened-deck,
& Water Damage. Reyounger 2 8L easy on
Services Offered
Free estimates
2 car carport, large utility gas $3775 saves you
placement Windows. Vinyl
753-5484
room,
new
central $865 now. 436-5035
Siding, Painting, Deck.
FALL
Cleanup
gas/H/A, appliances stay.
Call Larry Nimmo.
•Leaves *Tree service
15yrs. old. 753-0870.
753-9372,
753-0353
Used Cars
•Lawn Renovation
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
2BR. house in Hardin,
All Major Appliances
Leave message
ROY HILL.
good starter home, nice 1966 Mustang, 289 enand Most Major Brands
559-2705
system,
gravel,
Septic
building.
corner lot, 1 out
gine, automatic in floor,
FENCING
white rock
Asking $14,900
red, new tires, $5100
Midway Fence All types
436-2113
Call 270-354-8665 after 753-0430
On The Square • Murray
Complete services
CARPORTS
Starting
at
3pm.
(270) 753-1713
Reasonable prices.
1989 Buick LaSaber Full
$675. installed. Roy Hill
3 Bedroom, 1 bath, brick power, good condition
Free Estimate Insured
1270)436-2113.
house, in city. Central gas $2.000 489-2304 after
A affordable hauling, Junk
Drckie Farley 759-1519.
heat and air, 10x15 barn 5pm
clean up, tree work, gutter COMPLETE LAWN CARE
FUTRELL'S
Tree Service
OF MURRAY
type storage building in
cleaning 436-5141.
Trimming, removal stump
1989 Lincoln Mark VII
•Lawn
Maintenance
back. 1405 Johnson Blvd LSC, 119,xxx
miles
A time to take care of your
grinding, firewood Insur*Leaf Pick-up
$73,000. call after 5pm. $2,900. 753-0649.
home. Affordable work
ed 489-2839
mulching
•Bed
753-6939.
1994
Nissan
Sentra, done to perfection build270-753-6772
3BDR , 2 bath brick house clean, good condition, 5ing, remodeling, additions.
on Brinn Rd across from speed. $3,000. OBO. porches decks, roofing.
Sullivan's Golf Course Great first car 753-0472 siding. concrete. fences,
furniture design, and resto753-2861
leave message
Attorney at Law
ration Free Estimates
304 North Fourth Street
753-4380_
Murray, Kentucky
A-1 AFFORDABLE all(2701753-1737
around hauling tree work.
Like new custom built and decorated on a
General Practice of Law
the
Engaged
in
cleaning out sheds, gutter,
quiet cul-de-sac under ground utilities
including
junk clean-up 436-2867
handicapped accessible 2 BR. 2 bath A-1 Tree Service
one has large whirlpool. open living and
Stump Removal
No Charge for Initial Consultation
dining, laundry in hall. one car garage
492-8737
Night and Weekend Appointments
Price reduced 569.900 Call for showing
• 437-3044
Available on Request
Free Estimates
270-753-5819
THIS
IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
At. A-1
Gutter Cleaning
3bdrm, 2 bath brick and vi436-2867.
C/H/A,
orchard,
nyl.
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
outbldgs on 4 8 wooded
DeCks, Home Additions,
acres. 6 mi. south. JUST reduced 1996 Chev
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
$69,900. 436-2016.
rolet Lumina. V-6, white,
Garages. Carports. Pole
3BR., 1 bath, double lot. very clean, P/w,
Barns. Metal Buildings.
New in 2000: windows, cruise. 54.000. 436-2731.
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
heat/air, carpet, water
Installed & Finished Qualiheater, kitchen cabinets, 1998
ty Workmanship Affordri
Corvette.
Gray
bathroom, all appliances. w/black interior, removable
ble Rates. Licensed
New in 2001: storage shed glass top, auto, new tires.
753-7860 753-9308
and deck. Priced Mid 70's. Bose Stereo, 19K miles.
Call 759-1794.
$31,900. will trade.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
3BR , 2 bath approx 2001 Honda Accord DX. wanted. No Job too small
1800sqft. home on 1.1 New car, 14K miles. Give us a call. Yes we
acre lot. Upstairs bonus $15,900 OBO. will trade.
clean gutters
room, screened porch, ga- 1999 Jeep Wrangler Sport. Phone • 436-5759
rage. Built in '96. Must 6cyl 5sp., 4x4 2-top, new
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
see 759-2259
tires, ally wheels. Also
Siding Quality Work Free
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE! have Big 0 tires & polishPriced like a fixer upper. ed aluminum wheels 33" Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walbut everything new and 47K miles. $15,900, will
ters 753-2592
ready to move into. 2br, 1 trade
bath. carport, utility room. 1998 FourRunner Limited.
$39,900.
2x4, sunroof, leather,
Please call Paul for
435-4632 or 559-8510.
wood grain dash, loaded.
ranteed
Sati.yd(•11(m
HOUSE & 2 lots for sale New tires. 85K miles.
free estimate at
25 ii,ars Experience
Crappie Hollow. -$12,000, $17,900, will -trade. (craft)
lintiws
RepairrtS
at 270-752-0160.
currently
rented
Matt O'Daniel
$215/mo. Moved to Fla
Call 386-328-2782
12701 527-1513
199b Bonneville, blue, exNEW remodeled, 2 bed- cellent condition. 1 owner,
room Located at 517 S 99,xxx miles $5.700 Call
J&D LAWN CARE &
7th St Call after 5:30 pm 489-2033
(270)753-2452.
BE CHOOSY
LANDSCAPING
NICE three bedroom, two 1998 Nissan Maxima
you re lot using Ore classrfks to
full bath home Approxi- Good condition 492-8411
search for a cornouter you re missing
mately 5-years-old Two- 93 Olds Delta 88 Royal. All
some important data
car garage large lot, great power & air
Reduce to
(270)759-8912
location. $88,000 Please $3.800. 0130
435-4114.
call 270-759-0655
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"

10:11

WE SERVICE

FRONT
PORCH
SALE

GARAGE
SALE
1707 Johnson
(Off Doran Rd.)
Sat. 7 a.m.-2 p.m.

828 S. 4th
Fri. 2 p.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 8a.m.-2 p.m.
Antiques, stoves,
clothes,
collectables.

Electric logs, braided
rug, shutters, 36x30
men pants, ladies wool
coats, toys, misc
items, even bag of
mortar'

LAST GREAT
GARAGE SALE
OF 2001
Sat., Nov. 10
6 a.m.-Noon
1100 Berkshire
Ct.
(Gatesborough)
Antiques.
Christmas items,
furniture, much
more.

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat. Only
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Northwinds
Trailer Park on
North 16th St.
Toys, crafts,
clothes and more
Something for
everyone
767-9825
•

REMODELED 3br, Also

RENTED

3 FAMILY YARD SALE

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
.For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
.Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutte•No lob too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8868

YARD
SALE
Saturday, Nov. 10
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
96 Coles
Campground Rd.
Typewriter, office
chairs, knick
knacks, lots of
items.

MOVING
YARD SALE
8920 State Rt.
121 N.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. till ?
Too much to list,
must see
Cash only

SALE
HUGE GARAGE
41/

miles Wright Rd.
94 E. to 280 turn right - 2nd house on left.
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Full & twin beds complete, chest, 2 old
dressers, entertainment center, table & chairs,
antique table & 2 chairs, 2 old stand-up radios,
office chairs, baby bed, stroller, high chair, walker, carrier, table lamps. rod & reel, glassware.
pots & pans, dishes. silverware, small appliances, vacuum cleaner, violin, lots more, sec
tional w/recliners

CARPORT
SALE
Sat., Nov. 10
1506 Sycamore St.
7 a.m. - Noon
We have cleaned
out the attic, lots of
stuff, Christmas decorations, clothes,
odds & ends
Make us an offer.
Cancelled if rains

GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
206 Metcalf Lane
(North Villa Subd.)
Formal cherry dining
set, nice girl's
clothes & shoes
infant-Jr. , ladies.
Plus - many name

brands. Toys, books,
household items and
much more.

GARAGE
SALE
1510 Beckett Drive
Murray, KY
Sat., Nov. 10
7:30 a.m. - ?
Household, clothes
children& adult
word processor
firewood stand,
exercise bike and
nunierous other
iterhs

www.murrayledgencom

Ward-Elkins

r

STEVE VIDMER

GARDEN PATIO HOME

BANKRUPTCY

ELEMENTARY TUTORING
Certified Teacher
$18/hr.

Calloway County Library
Monday - Thursday
4-8 p.m.
t
immie
w
Call 270-924-9609

M&T

Painting I

Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.

*PAINTING

4p

270-7594979

I1=IEEL'

'Leaf Removal

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US.
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history

WE SHOW YOU
loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
• 100'4

David's Home Improvement
•Repla,...e rotten ot watet (1,nnaged tlot)us.
'Install braces & floors joists under houses
tor sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
'Install moisture banners
We Do .4// Kinds ot Remodeling

Butler • Jacquelyn Mom'',

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

Corn

uter For Sale

Like new PC noucies
mouse 8. modem

David Gallimore, Owner
Will

Gerry Puckett • Put

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

Do Insurance Work

731-247-5422

IR1t1 or kl 0
EDGEROITIMEs

753-1916
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Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

AIM
David's Cleaning
Services

Roofing Metal

now-manufacture. Buy -direct.
WeOrder before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

We Specialize in Cleaning

5,000+ sq ft of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•Wellse 1-1(it Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

rsL7,zrs3sss7
L3 -"
s""*,
ther'
-MovingCross Country Or Local

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner ci Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Wiggins Furniture

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Phone (270)759-4734

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positi ye;
5-Dynamic:
Have:
3-Average; 2-So-so: 1-Difficult

--"1.amb Brothers
Tree Service

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price9
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Licensed & Insured

David Borders

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Tree Trimmine
Cleanup Ser:
Full Line of

LICENSED* INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hi: Service
Hedge Trimming
.1
± Dee & Stump
!
Rernoual

Paul Lamb

To Advertise Your Business Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916
To Get More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

•11111
41
MAW

VISA

State officials to launch bus tours of Kentucky
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.(AP)
State officials hope to draw bigname country music acts to attract
busloads of tourists to eastern
Kentucky.
Gov. Paul Patton said he will ask
lawmakers next year for $2 million
to launch a two-year program aimed
at drawing tour buses to eastern and
western Kentucky.
Each escorted bus tour that lasts
five days can pump $22,000 into the
local economy and boost the state's
overall $8.8 billion tourism industry,
• state officials said.
"Tourism also plays a vital role in

the economic-development future of
our region." Patton said Thursday
during the Appalachian Regional
Commission conference.
Tourism officials would use the
money to promote the tours, give
cash incentives to tour operators and
help attract big-name talent for local
venues.
In the plan's first year, the state
would promote five-day, four-night.
tours beginning at Renfro Valley in
Rockcastle County. The tour would
go to Jenny Wiley Resort Park
Amphitheater and the Mountain Arts
Center in Floyd County and eventu-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday. Nov.
10, 2001:
The key to your success will be knowing
precisely what .you want. Creativity and
intuition help you zero in on opportunities. Travel, and perhaps foreigners, will
play a bigger role in your life. Some of
you might opt for specialized education
or workshop in your field of choice. If
single, a relationship will develop. You
might meet this person through fnends or
a personal commitment. This person has
many of the qualities you seek. If
attached, you'll find a great deal of happiness by socializing together. Plan a
special trip or happening that you both
want this year. Count on VIRGO.

ally wind up at the Paramount state hopes to attract 50 buses with
about 40 people each.
Theater in Ashland.
Loretta Lynn and Ricky Skaggs
Tourism Secretary Ann Latta said
signed on to perform, and the
have
the tour would include stops of local
is negotiating with several
state
day.
the
interest during
Latta said bus tour operators who other Kentucky natives, including
came to the state during an August Patty Loveless, Billy Ray Cyrus and
informational visit liked what they both members of Montgomery
Gentry.
saw.
Patricia Mills, who operates
-They love the shows that we
Tours Inc. near Branson, Mo.,
Mills
have," Latta said.
overall area is still an
the
said
work,
program
the
make
But to
state officials conceded that they unknown to travelers.
"I think it's something that I
will need to draw big-name country
do if we -could get people
would
for
run
will
which
tours,
acts for the
eight weeks beginning in June. The interested in the area," Mills said.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Your family or a parent does
something unusual and special. You
might have to go to work or do something you don't want to do. You clear out
a "must" quickly, and you have reason to
feel good and relaxed. A partner chips in,
making your life easier. Tonight: Just
don't push.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Creativity marks your day,
whether deciding on plans, responding to
a loved one or expressing your interest in
a hobby. You have an interesting way of
drawing others close right now. Let your
smile win someone over. Tonight: Add
some spice to your relationship.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your family and your home life
become even higher priorities. Spending
some money might be inevitable, but it
also could add a great deal of comfort
and happiness to your immediate surroundings. Invite a pal or two over.
Tonight: Don't wander far from home.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
***** Your upbeat spirit and smile
bring a powerful reaction. Again, you're
in a period where you can do no wrong.
Loosen up and share more of who you
are. A conversation you had with someone might be imprinted indelibly on his
mind. Sensitivity to another wins the
moment. Tonight: Meet friends at a preferred restaurant.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Deal with finances, and seek
out others. Your instincts are right on.
Follow-thiough does count when dealing
with a family member. This person doesn't hesitate to test the waters and see

what you will tolerate. A heartfelt conversation opens doors Tonight: Fun
doesn't have to cost.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** ** You're personality plus.
Allow someone else to make the first
move. He will. Good will flows between
the two of you. If single, a friendship
could bloom into a lot more. Reach out to
others, especially a neighbor or someone
close to you. Tonight: Just ask.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take your time when dealing with
someone who is in charge. Carefully
review a situation that surrounds your
finances. You can count on your instincts
to point you in the correct direction
Good luck falls upon you. Don't push
anyone during the afternoon. Tonight: Be
with a special fnend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your sunny side emerges Go
for a fun day trip, inviting a friend or
loved one along. Don't try to make any
decisions. Simply enjoy the shared
moments and the escape from day-today traumas. Realize more of what you
want emotionally by letting down your
guard. Tonight: Go only where you vi ant
to be.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 211
**** Stay on top of finances, especially if there appears to be a splurge on
the horizon. Follow your instincts with a
superior or authority figure. Sometimes
you have no choice but to go along with
this person. Bring others together. Avoid
dissension. Tonight: All eyes turn to you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Read between the lines of
another's statement. This person could
be too shy to reveal his true feelings.
Acknowledge your emotions, and your
confidence will bloom. Bring fnends
together later in the day. Opt for unusual
plans. Tonight: Set an example. Break
past patterns.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Deal directly with others.
Your insight and focus can make all the
difference in another's reaction. Express
caring through nurturing actions rather
than through words. What you do counts.
Friends surround you. Touch base with a
parent. Tonight: Dote on that special person.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Others take charge. You're
best when kicking back and just following others' leads. See your friends. If you
want, throw a party at your place.
Choose an unusual theme. Others will
respond to your creativity and sense of
humor. Tonight: Let it happen.

Zieep
Ends November 18th
All Prices Are Before Manufacturer To Consumer Rebate Absolutely Ends Nov. 18, 2001

2001 Chevrolet Camaro
Stock 5 1030
S21.460-MSRP
Peppers
$2,462-DiscountYour Price $18,9980

rrr.

• T-Top
• Fog Lamps
• Remote Keyless Entry
• 16- Aluminum Wheels
• Automatic Transmission

0.0% APR
*
AVAILABLE
FOR 6019ONTI-INT

$18,060..
MSRP
Peppers
$2,079,
DiscountYour Price $15,981°

•5 year/60.000 6M Majorguard Standard
• All Power
• Leather Interior
• Four Wheel drive
• To Much Equipment To List

0.0% APR
AVAILABLE

0.0% APR
AVAILABLE

0.0% APR AVAILABLE
• Air Conditioning
• Alloy Wheels
• LS Decor
• Tilt Wheel / Cruise
• 3rd Door

MSRP
$28.3210
Peppers
$4,0O0
DiscountYour Price $24,321"

2001 Chevrolet Surbrban LT

2002 Oldsmobile Bravada
S35,127
MSRP
Peppers
$4 000-DiscountYour Price $31,127°

2001 Chevrolet 3500
Silverado Extended Cab

2001
Chevrolet S-10
Exended Cab

Stocks 1134

S41,826--

MSRP
Peppers
$6,0000'
DiscountYour Price $35,826"

$4,000w*
OFF MSRP ON
ANY 2001 OR 2002
Silverado 2500 or 3500
Series In Stock
$4000r off and 0.0% APR

0.0% APR
AVAILABLE

•Trailering Package
• Auto Ride
• Leather Interior
• Second Row Bucket Seats
•6 Way Power Seats• Heated w/Memory

•Automatic Transmission
•Air Conditioning
• Vortec 6000 300 HP V-8

AVAILABLE
Excludes Duramax Deisel Engines

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."
CHEVY

CHEVROLET
Oldsmobile.
()

441iw

;W
4;
1
Wfl.L$ITHUI

CHIVY
7
446;
Longest Lasting
Most Dependable Trucks

2420 E. Wood St.• Paris • 642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

Great Value on Used Cars
X004372
X020791
X020741
11631
10151
5409
x02070i
X020441
X020691
X012761
11211
X011321
x004471

Was $34.500, $31,364
2001 Chevy Tahoe 4x4, 13,000 miles
Was $27,000.$25.438
2001 Chevy Silv. Ext. 4x4, 20.700 miles
Was $16,995. $13.897
2000 Dodge Avenger ES, 44 000 miles
Was $24 500, $19.874
2000 Chevy. Silv. Reg. 4x4, 17.000 miles
Was $15.000, $12,659
2000 Chevy S-10 Reg., 14,500 miles
Was $38.000, $35,975
2000 Chevy Corvette, 20,000 miles.
Was $15.500. $13,964
1999 Mazda Millenia, 58.500
miles.
1999 Chev. Silverado Ext. 4x4, 48.000
Was 822.000 $19,874
Was $34 000 $30,563
1999 Cadillac Escalade, 26,500 miles
Was $13.000 $10,658
1999 Nissan Altima, 43,000 miles
Was $26.000 $19.976
1999 GMC Yukon 4x4. 40,700 miles
1999 Ford Mustang Coupe, 37,000 miles Was $19.000 $14.653
Was $20.000 $18,653
1999 Chevy Silv. Z-71 Ext., 72,800 males

X020241
3351
X011911
X020921
X011572
X012951
X013231
X013201
X054042
X013001
1341
4451
X020801
X013781

1998 Toyota Camry LE, 78,200 miles.
1998 Ford Ranger Reg., 28.700 miles
1998 Buick LeSabre, 55,000 miles
1997 Pontiac Montana Van, 80.000
1997 Pontiac Grand Prix, 97,000 miles
1997 Plymouth Neon, 85.000 miles
1997 Olds Delta 88, 98.300 miles
1997 Ford Taurus, 61,100 miles
1997 Chrysler LHS Sedan, 72,800 miles
1997 Chevy S-10,68 500 miles
1997 Chevy 1 Ton Flatbed, 62,000 miles
1997 Buick Regal, 69,600 miles
1997 Ford Expedition, 72.000 miles
1996 Plymouth Neon, 59,600 miles ......

Was $13,000. $9,877
Was $11.000, $7,966
Was $14,000 $10,872
Was $13.000. $10,183
Was $11.000. $7,983
Was $5,500, $3,859
Was $6.000 p4,958
Was $9.800. $6,786
Was $13.000. $9,865
Was $10,000, $8,579
Was $14.500 $11,659
Was $11,250,$9,878
Was $17.250. $14,367
. Was $6.500, $4,491

Was $11,500. $8,875
X054081 1996 Olds 98 Elite, 84,403 miles
Was $8,500, $5,883
miles
1996
Nissan Sentra GLE,86,000
X013101
miles
91,800
&
Van,
Town
Co.
Chrysler
1996
5252
Was $13,250. $9,896
$20,500, $16,641
Was
miles
48,800
SLS,
Seville
Cadillac
1996
991821
1996 Cadillac DeVille Sedan, 63,000 miles Was $17,500, $12,863
1801
was $9,500, $6,586
X053992 1995 Olds Ciera, 73,000 miles
Was 89,995, $7,878
, miss
,75400
X012722 1995 Olds 98 Regency,
X10512141072 1995 Chevy 3/4 Ton Ext. Diesel, 80,00080,000min
Was $17,000, $13,896
Was $12,995 $7,591
09
1995 Buick Riviera, 75 000 miles
45
Was $9.250 $6,657
1994 Chevy 1500 Reg. Cab, 66,000 miles
1962
Was $5,250 $3,863
1991 Toyota Celica, 80 000 miles
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My mother suffers from confusion and memory loss,
yet her doctor has never mentioned
Alzheimer's disease. Could her digoxin, Dyazide, quinidine, Lopid and
allopurinal contribute to her problem?
DEAR READER: Confusion and
memory loss are associated with
many brain disorders, including
Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, vitamin deficiency, hypothyroid
conditions and strokes. However, doctors sometimes forget that many medicines may also produce alterations in
cognitive function, which may be
indistinguishable from the dementia
caused by disease.
Your mother is taking quite a collection of drugs for heart problems, high
cholesterol and gout. Several of these
medications have been reported to be
associated with mental deterioration
in the elderly. For example, digoxin,
quinidine and allopurinal may produce dementia in some patients.
I suggest that you question the doctor about your mother's mental state
and the role that the medicine may be
playing in causing her symptoms.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Alzheimer's Disease."
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a recent column, you wrote that you didn't know
why Medicare covers the cost of
penile prostheses, but not hearing
aids. I work in a Medicare re-imbursement office and here is the answer.
I have learned that 97 percent of
people over the age of 65 need hearing
aids. If Medicare covered these costs,
it would go broke. Hearing aids are
covered when hearing is lost due to
medical trauma. In other cases, people
simply want to hear; therefore, hearing

Be a Hometown
Hero.
Give to the
United Way

United Way

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

aids are considered to be "cosmetic"
devices and are not covered. On the
other hand, penile prostheses are considered a "necessity" and are covered.
The assumption that penile prostheses
are needed for sex is erroneous. There
are medical reasons!
DEAR READER: Yeah? Name one.
Penile prostheses serve one purpose, in the main: to make sexual rela-

tions possible. If that isn't a "want" not
a "necessity," I'll eat my hat.
What bothers me about this whole
issue is the flagrant inconsistency. I
don't object to your refusal to pay for
hearing aids - but, then, you
shouldn't pay for penile prostheses,
either. If you believe that Medicare
will become insolvent because of the
mere number of hearing aids, it's just
a hop, skip and a jump to the logical
conclusion that most elderly folks will
eventually suffer from cancer, heart
disease and stroke. Therefore,
Medicare shouldn't cover these afflictions either because of volume. I don't
buy this reasoning - nor do my deaf
patients whose lack of hearing is
more than a "want"; it's a quality-oflife problem that severely affects independence, health and safety. Hearing,
dear bureaucrat, is a necessity; erections are not.
I object to the government's game
playing. You folks think that you can
define an issue in your own terms,
simply to justify a certain course of
action. Here's a thought. Ask each
deaf oldie if a hearing aid is "cosmetic" or a "necessity." Let the patient
decide for himself or herself. If it's a
necessity, pay for it. Then ask the
wives of elderly men who want penile
prostheses if their husbands' wants
are a necessity. I'll bet you'll be surprised at the number of "No!"
responses. I'm a member of the over65 set and, I'll tell you, making love is
great but hearing is a vital quality that
transcends erections. Anyway, I'll
cross the prostheses bridge when I
come to it. For now, I can cope better
with Medicare by perking up my ears
than by pumping up another part of
my anatomy.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn_
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DEAR ABBY: Over the years, I
have seen many letters in your
column about dogs and cats, but I
can't recall seeing one about a
hidden problem - abandoned pets.
My neighbors and I live in a rural
section of Washington. We constantly see dogs and cats dumped
on our road. Frightened, they run
from help. They are chased by
predators. With no hunting skills,
and no food or clean water, they
suffer in unimaginable ways dying slowly.
I vividly remember the plight of
one cat. Maybe the owners thought
by leaving it close to a house, it
would find the loving home they
could not provide. Day after day, it
haunted the roadside. I stopped
many times to try to lure it to
safety, but it would hide frightened
in the underbrush. Eventually, it
was hit by a car. It had sat for days
on the edge of the road, confident its
owners would return to take it
home.
Abby, please ask your readers to
think twice before taking on the
responsibility of an animal. If they
must get rid of a pet, take it to a
shelter. Dumping a pet on the side
of the road is not the answer. People
who live in the country have as
many pets as they want and can
afford.
PET LOVER
IN TENINO,WASH.

23 to lb over Fort Campbell Falcons in a football game at Fryar Sta-

Buckingham, coordinator for economic development activities at
Murray State University, looking
over plans for a new industry training program offered to area industries by the state. The picture was
by Staff Photographer Mark Coo-

dium, Fort Campbell.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gillum, Nov. 3;

per.
Births reported include a boy to
Angela and Mike Lane, a girl to
Christine and William Jackson, a
girl to Melissa and Kevin Crain and
a boy to Melissa and Michael
Owen, Nov. 5.

Woodrow Rickman who will
take office as sheriff of Calloway
County Jan. 1, 1962, has named
Taylor Gooch as his chief deputy
and Mrs. Brent Manning as his office deputy.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 51 to 45 over Hickman
County in the first basketball game
of the season. Calloway's high scorers was Jimmy Wilson,
Carl Rogers, soloist, and John C.
Winter, pianist, members of Fine
Arts Department of Murray State
College, presented a program of
music at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club.

- Casting aspersions
- Throwing caution to the wind
- Bending the truth
- Digging up dirt
- Flogging a dead horse
- Going the extra mile
- Jumping to conclusions
- Lashing out
- Upping the stakes
- Quashing rumors
- Dancing up a storm
- Marching to a
different drummer
Our group urges that you don't
push your luck, for fear that you
could end up pushing up the
daisies.
MAX GATOV,
LONG BEACH,CALIF.

Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of M.C.
Garrott, who recently retired after
serving 13 years as director of information and public services at
Murray State University, at a reception as he was presented a resolution recognizing his services by Ron
Christopher, chairman of the MSU
board of regents.
Beth Falwell presented a lesson
on "Stress - Would You Like to
Run Away" at a meeting of New
Providence Homemakers Club held
at the home of Sylvia Puckett.
Births reported include a girl to

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Thurman, Oct.
30.
Thirty years ago
J.H. Shackelford, a Murray accountant, was honored with an appreciation dinner in recognition of
his 15 years as treasurer by Calloway Country Club. A shelter house
will be constructed at the club's
15th tee and will be named in his
honor.
Murray High School Tigers won

CONTRACT BRIDGE

***

DEAR ABBY: As chief of staff,
secretary and head policy-maker of
the Long Beach Society of Couch
Potatoes, I must say that your correspondent Ann Fink of Florida,
with her exercise program for lazy
people, neglected to mention a few
favorites.
I hereby submit our local program for California Couch Potatoes:
- Skating on thin ice

IVI 1

GOODINE, THREE-PIECE SUITS.
HELLO FOUR-PIECE P3S.

THE NEW PICTURE Of
CASUAL EXECUTIVE ST'-4L6!

/ AT
LEAST
WHEN '-IOU'-IOU
FALL
ASLEEP IN
MEETIN65,
4OU'LL BE
PROPER L`f

under the circumstances and encourages him to consider bidding
ding has gone:
North East further.
South West
2. Three diamonds. Here you
Pass
1 V
1•
Pass
should react cautiously by rebidding
Pass
3+
Pass
2•
your diamonds again. Your original
What would you bid now values have steadily declined as partner bid hearts and clubs, and you
with each of the following four
should resist the temptation to say
hands?
1.4 A5 V 10•AKJ942 4. Q1083 three notrump. Your hand would be
unlikely to take more than its bare
2. 4 Q94 V 92•AK8653 K4
3.4 1083 KQ•KJ95424 A9 high-card tricks, and your spade
4. 4 9V Q82•AKQJ73 4 Q93 "stopper"is tenuous at best. Ifthere's
* * *
a game in the cards, it's up to your
partner to do still more to get you
1. Five clubs. The value of a there.
3. Three hearts. Although you
hand rises or falls as the bidding
have only a doubleton in each of
progresses. Thus, when North
partner's suits, thus suggesting a
responded one heart, your hand
misfit, the fact that you have three
depreciated in value. The twohigh honors in hearts and clubs
diamond bid warned partner that
more than makes up for your shortyou had close to minimum valness in both suits. You should thereues in high cards and could not
fore willingly show a preference for
support hearts.
hearts, even though you have only
Partner's three-club bid is forctwo of them. Besides, you can't reing, since it is a new suit named
peat diamonds again with such a
by responder. Now, with the
moth-eaten suit.
newly found fit in clubs, your
4. Four hearts. This time, with a
values suddenly appreciate, and
fit for both of partner's
reasonable
inyou should enthusiastically
form North of this reappraisal of suits and a much better hand than
you might have had, you give partyour net worth.
ner a jump preference. This cannot
If you were to bid only four
be misread as showing a huge hand
clubs, North might think you
in the light of your previous miniwere raising him only because
mum rebid of two diamonds. Your
you had to, and you might miss
an excellent slam. The jump to leap to game might prove to be the
catalyst that induces partner to unfive clubs tells partner that you
dertake a sound slam contract.
have the best hand you can have

You are South, and the bid-

Fifty years ago
Hughes Giles, Rob Ray Erwin
and Joe Graves Baker will leave
Nov. 12 for induction in the U.S.
Air Force. Jackie Miller and Joe
Blalock left last week and are now
taking basic training at Lackland
Air Force Base, San Antonio,
Texas.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Parker, Nov. 4;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Turner,
Nov. 5,
Ray Sims, Jimmy Butterworth,
Linda McReynolds, Charles Story.
Max Cooper and Ludie Mabry are
new officers of Lynn Grove Senior
4-H Club

TODAY IN HISTORY_]
313th day of 2001. There are 52
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 9, 1965, the great
Northeast blackout occurred as several states and parts of Canada were
hit by a series of power failures lasting up to 13 1/2 hours.
On this date:
In 1938. Nazis looted and burned
synagogues as well as 'Jewishowned stores and houses in Germany and Austria in what became
known as "Kristallnacht."
In 1953, author-poet Dylan Thomas died in New 'York at age 39.
In 1963, twin disasters struck Japan as some 450 miners were killed
in a coal-dust explosion, and 160
people died in a train crash.
In 1970, former French president
Charles De Gaulle died at age 79.
In 1976. the U.N. General Assembly approved 10 resolutions
condemning apartheid in South Africa. including one characterizing
the white-ruled government as "illegitimate.In 1988. former Attorney General John N. Mitchell, a major figure in the Watergate scandal, died
in Washington at age 75.
In 1989, communist East Germany threw open its borders, allowing citizens to travel freely to the
West; joyous Germans danced atop
the Berlin Wall.
Ten years ago: Police in Hong
Kong forcibly repatriated 59 Vietnamese boat people, carrying them

CROSSWORDS

DRESSED!

a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Cobb,
Nov. 4; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Keel, Nov. 5.
Forty years ago

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Nov. 9, the

Bidding Quiz

CATO-11V
TOP IT ALL WITH A COL'-/
KNITTED COAT, AND LIOU'RE

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Buddy

DEAR MAX: You seem to
have an unusually active group
of couch potatoes. As with other
DEAR PET LOVER: Your produce from our great state,
letter is an important one, and California Couch Potatoes are
it carries a message that has larger and more fully developed
appeared in this column before. than those you usually see sitPet owners should indeed ting in doctors' offices in the
think twice before dumping an other 49.
animal they want to dispose of.
***
They should rid themselves of
Dear Abby is written by Pauline
the fantasy that it will survive,
because it probably won't. If Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
they cannot bring themselves to
***
take the animal to a shelter,
then they should call a veterinarian for referral to a pet
rescue group.

EIL..01\11DIE

A SNLIGOL'i KNITTED
TANK ...UNDER A CUDOLS
KNITTED CARDI&AN
COMF4 KNITTED PANTS...

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

onto a transport plane.
44 Even as we
speak
45 Damsel
48 Goofy
52 Rhyme
maker
53 Beat the field
55 Bogus butter
56 "- Lee"
(Civil War
tune)
57 Fairy-tale
character
58 Fabric made
in China
59 Business VIP
60 Md neighbor
61 Expectation

ACROSS
1 Bed support
5 "- in Black"
8 Question

starter
11 Abate. with

CIFt EtE-1-1-E.Ft or NM CIFtS.ECM
DON'T TELL me_ you
BOUGHT -THAT COUCH
SECOND-HANDI
AND

HARDLV A SCRATCH
ON IT -ACTUALLy
IT'S BiEll-ER
THAN THE
ONE WE

HADI
COFFEE
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Evolution still controversial theory
MONTGOMERY, Ala.(AP) — to those books say, in part, that
There was plenty of debate when evolution is "a controversial theoAlabama began putting stickers in ry. ... Instructional material associits students' biology textbooks ated with controversy should be
warning that evolution is a "con- approached with an open mind,
troversial theory
studied carefully, and critically
That was in 1996.
considered." •
On Thursday, when the
The board included the same
Alabama Board of Education statement in course guidelines for
voted to put the disclaimer on the science teachers.
front of 40,000 new biology textThe decision was actively supbooks bound for public school ported by the Christian Coalition
classrooms, there was no dissent.
and the Eagle Forum, &roups that
The teaching of evolution, the seek more religious activity in
theory that humans and other liv- public schools.
ing beings evolved into their presJohn Giles, state president of
ent form over millions of years, the Christian Coalition, said the
has been debated by school boards new sticker is not as strong as the
in several states. But no other state old one, but he had been concerned
has used a disclaimer sticker in that the board might drop the sticktextbooks statewide, said Eric er entirely.
Meikle, outreach director of the
"The insert they approved does
National Center of Science provoke the child to think through
Education.
the process," he said.
In Alabama, the state Board of
The earlier sticker contained
Education approves several biolo- questions students should ask
gy textbooks from different pub- about evolution, such as: "Why do
lishers, and the local public school major groups of plants and animals
boards select which books will go have no transitional forms in the
into their schools, most often into fossil record?"
10th-grade classrooms.
At a 1995 board meeting to
The stickers that will be added approve the original disclaimer,

then-Gov. Fob James impersonated
an ape to poke fun at evolutionary
theory.
Other states where school
boards have tried to de-emphasize
evolutionary concepts include
Arizona, Kansas, Illinois, New
Mexico, Texas and Nebraska.
Earlier this year, the Kansas
Board of Education voted to
restore the teaching of evolution as
a central theory in science classes
there.
. .The- move came 18 months
after the board caused an uproar by
voting to omit references to many
evolutionary concepts in the science curriculum. Gov. Bill Graves
had called the 1999 vote: "terrible,
tragic, embarrassing."
In Oklahoma, the State
Textbook Committee decided in
1999 to put a disclaimer sticker
similar to Alabama's in its textbooks, but the state attorney general said the committee lacked the
authority to do so.
The Thomas B. Fordham
Foundation, a Washington-based
education organization, last fall
gave 19 states D's or F's in an
evaluation of how public schools
teach evolution.

Louis Rich dumps contaminated meat
WASHINGTON (AP) — Louis Rich Inc. has
recalled about 11,800 pounds of turkey and ham lunch
meat distributed nationwide because it may be contaminated by a bacteria that can cause serious illness.
The meat company, based in Davenport, Iowa, has
received no reports of people getting sick because of
the meat, the Agriculture Department's Food Safety
and Inspection Service said Thursday.
The meat may be contaminated with Listeria
monocytogenes bacteria, which can cause high fever,
severe headache, neck stiffness and nausea, according
to federal inspectors. It can kill young children, the
elderly and people with weak immune systems and
can cause miscarriages and stillbirths.
The products being recalled are:

—"LOUIS RICH 95% Fat Free TURKEY HAM
CURED TURKEY THIGH MEAT'in 8 oz. packages.
A date code of"EA NOV 10 P-2310" is marked on the
upper right corner of each package.
—"LOUIS RICH 50% Less Fat Smoked
CHOPPED TURKEY HAM CURED TURKEY
THIGH MEAT CHOPPED & FORMED" in 8 oz.
packages. A date code of "EA OCT 311 P-2310" is
also on the upper right corner of each package.
Both products were produced on Aug. 2. They
were sold nationwide and to some military commissaries.
The meat should be discarded. People with questions can call Louis Rich at 1-800-433-9363 between
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. EST Monday through Friday.

Thanksgiving travel predicted to decrease slightly
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
Thanksgiving travel may not wind
up being the turkey that everyone
feared after all.
AAA predicted Thursday that
overall Thanksgiving travel will
drop by only 6 percent compared to
last year.
"With all the recent doom and
gloom in the travel industry, a 6 percent drop is a definite improvement
from the double-digit declines of
the last two months," said Sandra
Hughes, travel vice president for the
automobile association.
But a greater portion of travelers
than usual will be hitting the road
instead of taking to the skies.

Indictments
growing in
McDonald's
game scam
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
— Twelve people were indicted
Thursday on .conspiracy charges
in a $20 million scam involving
McDonald's promotional games,
the U.S. attorney's office said.
Earlier, 21 people had been
indicted for the theft and distribution of high-value game pieces
from McDonald's promotional
games such as Monopoly and
Who Wants to be a Millionaire.
Eight people have pleaded guilty
to conspiring to commit mail
fraud.
The 12 new suspects were
indicted for conspiracy to commit
mail fraud, which carries a maximum sentence of five years in
prison :and a $250,000 fine- plus.
restitution.
Prosecutors allege that since
the late 1980s, Jerome Jacobson,
-director of security for Simon
Marketing Inc., embezzled more
than $20 million through the
scam. Jacobson. of Lawrenceville,
Ga., has pleaded innocent.
• The indictment claims he distributed the winning game pieces
to individuals who redeemed the
game pieces or recruited others to
redeem them for prizes valued as
much as $1 million.

TACO JOHN'S
CHIMI PLATTER
Sa.99
Includes rice & beans

Eighty-seven percent of travelers
will go by motor vehicles, the highest percentage ever recorded by
AAA. Only 83 percent of travelers
went by car last year. That translates
into 30 million motorists, compared
with 30.5 million a year ago.
Travel and tourism officials are
looking at the Thanksgiving holiday
as a crucial barometer for how
quickly the U.S. tourism industry
will recover from the devastating
blow of the Sept. 11 attacks.
"What we have in the final
analysis is a Thanksgiving_holiday
that ... shows the potential for the
start of a turnaround in leisure travel," Hughes said.

Overall, the AAA estimated that
34.6 million U.S. residents plan to
travel 50 miles or more from home
this Thanksgiving, compared to
36.8 million last year.
About 4.6 million people plan to
travel by airplane, a 27 percent
decline from last year's 6.3 million.
Thanksgiving airfare is cheaper
than last year, and there are more
available seats on planes than in
previous years despite cutbacks in
schedules, Hughes said.
The AAA survey, conducted by
the Travel Industry. Association,
involved 1,300 U.S. adults and had
a margin of error of plus or minus 3
percentage points.
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Come see our couches, chairs, bedroom suites.
Check out our great prices on new mattresses & box springs.
Now taking consignment merchandise & buying used furniture.
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MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
Chestnut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-2571
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
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Dwain Taylor
evrolet-GMC, Inc.
Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270) 753-1629
Email address - dtaylor.Idd.net

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •753-2617

